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FORECAST
Cloudy today and Saturday. A, 
few sunny i>eriods tolh altcr- 
noons. Rain Saturday morning 
with a few showers in the after­
noon. Little change in tempera­
ture. Winds southerly 15.
The Daily Courier HIGH AND LOWLow tonight and high Saturday at Kelowna 42 nnd 50. Tempera­tures recorded Thursday 32 arel 42 with .6 inches of rain and 6“ of snow.
VoL 55 Price 5 Cttds




IS STENGEL ON WAY OUT? 
NEW YORK POST SAYS YES
NEW YORK (A P)—The New York Post says dis­
sension had split the New York Yankee hierarchy and 
-the chances are fifty-lifty Casey Stengel will never put 
on a Yankee uniform again.” Tlie Yankees denied it. 
Steneel is the veteran manager whose team won its 18th 
world series championship in Milwaukee Thursday.
The story, written by Post columnist Jimmy Cannon, 
said that Del Webb, one of the co-owners of the club 
with Dan Topping, now was siding willi George Weiss, 
general manager, in anli-Stcngcl views. Topping, the story 
said, was nciatral but was expected to side with Webb 
and Weiss if the ease came to a showdown.
“llic story is utterly ridiculous and not worthy, of 
comment,” said Bob Fishcl, public relations director.
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KIDS GREET FIRST SNOWBALL
U.S. Prepares 
Cosmic Shoot
WASHINGTON (AP) — The before dawn Saturda.y from Cape 
United. States air force may hurl Canaveral, Fla. It is given one
a cosmic forward pass Saturday 
in a shoot for the moon.
While there’s been no official 
announcement," reports are that a 
Thor-Able rocket will be launched
Early snowfall in the Central 
Okanagan overnight captured
the fancy of Kelowna’s smaller 
fry today. Above, the Courier 
cameraman caught a group
looking bug-eyed at the fluffy 
white stuff.
Trained
About 64 per cent of new doc­
tors registered in B.C. during thej 
pas ycatr were graduates ofj 
Canadian medical schools, ac-| 
cording to a report issued this
Store Hours 
Are Relaxed
VICTORIA fCPi— City council 
gave approval Thur.sday for wide 
open shopping for Victoria. Sev­
eral groups of retailers immedia­
tely announced they would resist 
the trend. '
By a vote of 7-2, it gave prci 
liminary approval to a bylaw 
e.xcmpting 67 classes of shops 
from shop - clo.sing regulations. 
The bylaw rcnuircs one more 
leading before it can go into ef­
fect.
The 67 classes of retail outlets 
exempted from all clo.sing regu- 
lalions otlu'i’.thnn the Lord’s Day 
Act appear to include every kind 
of retail bvtsine.ss in the city.
Council’s doclsion ended a 
long battle over store hour.s, one 
group of merchants fighting for ii 
SVifdny week and one for a slx- 
dny week.
Furniture; .lewellry, and 'nppli- 
hneo .store operators met Inter 
nnd agreed to clo.se nil day on 
Wcdne.sdnys.
Woman K illed 
As Heavy Rain 
Causes Crash
VICI'OniA (CPt -  An rKerly 
woman died and at least six i>cr- 
son.s were injured here Tlnusda.v 
as heavy rain hroughl hazardous 
driving conditions.
Mrs. Lsobel L. Taulz, 7.1, died 
Irt hospital throe hours after .she 
was struck hy a Jack - knifing 
n.C. Electric dynamite truck 
with a compressor trailer, She 
suffered a fracluml .skull and in­
ternal Injuries when caught be 
tWeen trailer and truck.
Seconds later llcrta Svhuma 
C h e r  and Olady.s Smith\ were 
knocked to the, pavement' by a 
car Just two blocks fitmi the fa­
tal accident. They suffered leg 
nnd head Inlmles and were In 
"fJ^lr” coiulllinn In Imspltal.
Injuries In three other accidents 
were less severe.
19 Die In Crash' 1- ( " ' 'I ' )'■
PAYErrE. Idaho (APi-A US. 
Air Force trauSiHut. apparently 
trying a whecis-dowh emergency 
landing, crashed and burned with 
19 servicemen atward 'nuusday 
night. AU were klUud. , ^
week by the Col'egc of Physi-| 
clans and Surgeons of B.C.
ThcTc were 123 new registrants 
at the College during the year 
ending Sept. 30. Of these 29 per 
cent came from the United King­
dom and seven per cent received 
medical training in seven other 
countries.
Of an original 15 Hungarian 
refugee doctors whose . presence 
in B.C. was reported to the col-
lege in the last year, six 
successfully taken their basic 
science examination: five arc
doing internship and one has 











CRYSLER, Ont. (CPi—A lanky 
Ontario cattle farmer is the new 
Canadian plowing champion and 
a Prince Edward Island agricul­
ture student has earned the right 
to team with him in the 1959 
world competition.
Charlie Bonney, 31, of Princeton 
Ont., topped the seven-province. 
13-man field Tliursday by guiding 
his two-share plow to a total 147 
points out of a possible 200.
VICTORIAMCR)-i^ British 
umbi* h a s / a '$1,poo,000 tr^ s -
e l b p T m p F ^ I ^  fo r
this.^5\%tert|;w cost -,*sH'aring 
basik witlv^dhe federal, govern­
ment. Rcc/eation Minister West- 
wood said feursday night. '
T-nvol iJlr. Wfstiyood said B.C. hopes 
to get a share of the
$2,000,000t "fiat Prime Minister 
Diefenbaker announced last week 
w'ould be available to provincial 
governments to provide winter - 
work projects by constructing 
campsites.
The winter - work plan came 
from a .suggestion by Mr. West- 
wood at last October’s federal- 
provincial tourist conference that 
a coast - to - coast. sy.stcm„of 
campsites be established along 
the trans-Canada highway.
B.C. work intended includes; 
At Skihist, north of Lylton, 40 
camping units to be constructed.
South of Lytton at Gold Pan on 
the Fraser River 20 units to be 
constructed.
A picnic .site of 20 tables at 
Savona on Kamloops Lake.
Expansion of the campsite at 
I.ac Lajeunc, 12 miles north of 
Kamloops, to 75 units from 54.
chance in 10 of success.
The rocket will be aimed at a 
spot in space about 137,000 miles 
ahead of the moon’s position at 
the time of launching. The hope 
is that the moon and the satellite 
w o u l d  rendezvous somewhere 
near each other V-h, days and 
221,000 miles later.
Project scientists have said 
that while one of their hopes is 
to put a satellite into an orbit 
around the moon, the chances of 
doing so in a pioneering venture 
are exlrgoaely slim,
They .say . th,eyTl consider - b 
•pioonshot a success if they are 
kble to shoot the rocket’s instru­
mented payload within 50,000 
miles of the moon, even though 
it doesn’t go into orbit.
Weathermen Report 
Six Inches Of Fluff
Kelowna experienced it.s earliest snowfall in 28 years 
last nicht and early this morning.
But weathermen blamed it on the low pressure front 
that is moving across the southeastern portion of B.C. from 
the west coast.
Temperatures hovered a few’ 
degrees below freezing point and 
the rain quickly turned to .snow a 
few hundred feet above the 
ground.
SIX INCHES SNOW
Ui) to 6 a.m. today, the weather 
office reported a total of 1.2 in­
ches of precipitation recorded.
Meteorologists insist that of this 
total amount, six inches was 
snow.
'This morning telephone and 
power crews were busy repair­
ing communication lines which 
had been severed by falling 
branches. • Most of the trouble 
was reported in the East Kel­
owna area. West Kootenay Power
THIS IS ONE of the last pic­
tures taken of the late Pope 
Pius XII who died Wednesday, 
evening. His successor will be 





CALGARY ,(CPV — A blinding 
snow storm has been blamed for 
the crash of a light airplane into 
the side of a hill, killing three 
Calgary oilmen.
The plane, a C e s s n a  180 on 
route from Estevan, Sask., to 
Calgary, went down near Buf­
falo, Alta,, 150 miles east of here. 
The wreckage was s p o t t e d  
shortly before noon Thursday.
, J. S. Hunter, 36, president of 
Hunter Drilling Limited, F. M. J. 
V a l i n t ,  47, drilling, superin,- 
tendent, and pilot Frank Han­
som, 38, died in the crash of the 
craft, owned by Hunter Drilling.
VATICAN CI’TY (AP) — The 
body of Pope Pius XII, clad in 
funeral robes, was brought to­
night to St. Peter’s Basilica where 
it will be placed to rest Sunday 
or Monday.
A hushed silence, broken by the 
tolling of St. Peters’ bells, fell
over a tremendous 
great piazza as the funeral hearse' 
moved slowly up Via Della Con- 
clliazionc, leading to Vatican City.
The dead pontiff crossed the 
border of the tiny kingdom of 
which he had been sovereign since 
March 2. 1939. at 4:45 p.m.
The slow, sad procc.ssion car­
ried the ’oody from the Basilica of 
St, .John Latcran, the Pope's .'■co 
as Bishop of Rome, where an ab- 
.solution service was held.
OTTAWA (CP)—Provinces try  
ing to block a railway freight 
rate increase have lost the first 
round.
The eight governments mis­
fired Thursday in a last-minute 
attempt to have the cabinet .order 
ther-b^T«M?fc.'
sioner^ lo.throw out the railways’ 
application for a' l9-pcr-ccnt gen­
eral increase amounting to about 
$60,000,000 a year.
However, they served notice 
that should the board grant-the 
increase they will present a new 
petition. .
Tlie provincial governments— 
all except Ontario and Quebec 
presented their petition to the 
cabinet while the board was in 
the last stages of a five-day hear­
ing on the rate case Thursday. 
T h ey  asked that the ministers 
order the commission to throw 
out the railway transport board's 
jurisdition in this particular ap-
and Light Co,, had a 10-minute 
outage. Faulty equipment was 
blamed. A broken line at Rutland 
was quickly repaired. Little or 
no’other damage was rciwrtcd.
The previous record for early 
snowfall was on October 16, 1930, 
when one inch fell.




VANCOUVER (CP)—A 15-ycar- 
old Vancouver schoolboy was 
found dead in his bedroom late 
Tliursday after being brought 
homo the previous day from 
school where he had struck his 
head against a wall.
The boy. Albert Douglas Zim­
merman, fell jat Prince Of Wales 
school.
His parents said the boy was 
unable to recall the accident arid 
was unable to describe what had 
happened.
UBC To Get
OTTAWA (GPl-IVorks MinislUf 
Green a n n o u n c e d  today the 
awarding of a $1,354,023 contract 
for construction of a science Ser­
vice laboratory on.the University 
of British Coluiribia campus.
The unit will comprise a'three- 
storey laboratory and a two- 
storey administrative wing linked 
by an entrance lobby. Completion 
date is June, 1960.
n ic  new . building Is te  be 
erected under an arrangement 
whereby a university leases land 
to the federal government for 
Dominion Research Laboratories 
in which graduate students are 
employed.
British Columbia Gets Large 
Share Of Federar Contracts
OTTAWA (CP) — Contracts 
totalling $10,244,530 were awarded 
in September by the federal 
works department.




NEW MEDICAL PRESIDENT ACCEPTS CHAIN
TTie ”<U'ait of R.C, physicians, 
Dr. W, .1 Knoxk of Kelowna, 
tnslnlled the incoming prcildent 
of the U.C\ tUVlalon, Canadian
Medical Association at the an­
nual hniiquct last night, Dr. 
Knox I centre) is (ilKint to |iul 
ih« gold Cham of office on the
new president. Dr. J, F. Tysoe, 
of Victoria, 'rlgh*). Dr. ,T,Vfloe 
fluqcccd.i Dr. Peter O. I.eh- 
mann, of Vancouverp Dr. Knox
Is a past president of ll»e ns- 
soclutlonl Four-day convention, 
attended by 200 phyBlclans. 
ends tonight. '
VATICAN CITY (Reuters) -  
"I humbly a.sk pardon of all 
whom I may have offended, 
harmed or scandalized hy word 
or by dec0,” the late Pope Plus 
XII wrote in hi.s last will nnd 
testament pnbll.shcd today.
In the testament, publl.shed hy 
order of the cardinals who liave 
taken over supremo ))owor of the 
Roman Cntlmiic Church, the pon­
tiff declared:
I name a.s my sole legatee the 
holy apostolic see from which 1 
have Ivnd so much, as from a mo-’d 
loving mother,"
WANTS NO MONUMENT 
The Pope added:
"I pray those, whose affair it 
is, not io bother to erect any 
moriumenl to my memory: .Suffi­
cient It 1)1 that my i>oor mortal re- 
mnlrus should l)c slm()ly laid in a 
racred place, the more obscure 
the belter,
I have no need to a.sk for pray­
ers for my soul. I know how nu­
merous arc those which the cus­
tom of the niM)siollc see and the 
piety of the faithful cause to he 
offered for every ix)pe wlm dies, 
"I do not oven need to leave a 
spiritnul testament, a.s so many 
zealous prelates are uked in 
praiseworthy fashion to do, he- 
cnuije the not-lnconsldcrnblo mm)’ 
her of acts nnd spocehes, eman- 
nted or pronounced by me for 
reason!! of\o(flce, suffice to make 
known. to> whoever might per- 
chnneo desire to know my thought 
on different rcllglotis nnd moral 
questions.;; ____ i
with the Latin prayer; "Miserere 
mcl, Deus, secundum miscricord- 
iain Tuam.” .
He continued:
"Tlieso words wliich, aware tlial 
I was. unworthy and unequal of 
them, 1 pronounced at the momen‘ 
in whlcli with trepidation I ac­
cepted election ns supreme pon­
tiff I now rppeal with ever more 
foundation at a time in which 
knowledge of the (icfldcndes, of 
t'lio failures, of the sins eominlttcd 
during .so long a pontificate and 
in so grave an epoch hnvc! made 
more clciir to my mind my Insuf­
ficiency and unworthiness,’’
new work on buildings nnd har­
bor nnd river onglriccring. $851,*
47 for repair nnd maintenance, 
$4,801,046 for the Trans-Canada 
Highway and roads and bridges 
through national parks, nnd $498,- 
523 for dredging.
Conlrnds included:
Yoho N a t  -$ .. ..Bth 8’E .. 
Glacier Nnllonnl Park, B.C., 
Trans-Canada Highway, grading, 
c u l v e r t s  nnd construction of 
bridge, mile 12.4 to 18.7, Dawson 
Wade and Co. Ltd., Vancouver, 
$1,467,136. '
Kootenay National Park, Bnnff- 
Windcrmcrc highway, grading, 
culverts, base course nnd prime, 
mile 9,5 to 18. P. F. Law Con­
struction Co. Ltd., Vancouver, $1,- 
091,,528.
l/)wer Post, B.C.. Indian resi­
dential sclmol Yukon agency, ad­
ditions and alterations Dawson 
and llnll, Vancouver. $294,347, 
Watson Lake. Y.T,. detachmeni 
qiiartcrs for RCMP, Dawson nnd 
Hall, Ltd,, Vancouver, $02,302.
Fraser River (Harrison River) 
n.C,, improvements to control 
sli'uctures, Crcenless Pile-Driving 
Co, Ltd., Vancouver, $98,088.
Vancouver, sanitary sewer ser- 
vIecH for University o f  nrltlsli 
Columbia, Tuvnhul and Calc Con- 
sliuetlon Co. Ltd,. Vancouver, 
$,'50,800.
Bulls Are In A Mean Mood 
Because It's  Moose M ating Season
• f  '1 11 . ________. . . .
BEGINS WITH rRAVER
The jtwntllf began his testament
CllArLEAU. Out, (C P i-ll 's  
inoo.su mating season in the 
norlli nnd, ii/i usual, the hulls 
are . in rt mean ipood, Two inel- 
denls to inove the |>olnl;
Lloyd WockIs, a deputy chief 
forest ranger, was driving a 
truck near Island l-nke one 
night Iniit week when a hnll 
moose su!))ped into hl.'« head­
light beam. ,
Assuming it would move off 
into the hush, Woods slowed the 
.truck but didn't quite slop. Tim 
ImU eliargeri.,(hopped iho vehl- 
elo In Ha track.s. smaahed the 
iKint the hood and roof 
and lore a carrier off the lop.
While Woods sat surveying 
(ho tlnmogo the animal saun-
' '  V  '
tried off with a .sore head but 
proud pace,'
nnngor llui'i'y Kohls wait 
working on n line-cutting proj­
ect In A nearby township when 
ho heard a Ktrangu nol.so and 
looked back to find a huge bull 
stalking him. ,
'jiie ranger bin led bin axe^It 
was the wi'ong move. ThO 
hiilh started after him and 
Kohls fled. Ho still had a lead 
when hctyhached a nearby road 
and was jdcjtcd up by a passing 
truck#'
, District foicflie'r T. W. Hues- 
ton comment# In hi# weekly 
rciwrl: "Hie mwise season got 
off tel a fairly good •tori-'*
.. J"
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Som ething To Be Thankful For 
- T h e  Red Feather Cam paign
Be glad that you can give.
-This coming weekend we mark the 
Thanksgiving festival and during the week-, 
end arc supposed to count our blessings. Wc 
would suggest that among those blessings 
there arc few- that rank higher than our abil­
ity to lend a helping hand to our less for­
tunate fellows—we should be glad that wc 
can give.
And wc know of no better way of giving 
than through a sizable donation to the Com­
munity Chest which is currently holding its 
Annual drive for funds here. The Chest is 
composed of fourteen local charities. Con­
sider some of them: the Salvation Army; the 
Arthritic and Rheumatism Society, the 
homemaker service; retarded children; the 
health and welfare fund; the Cerebral Palsy 
Association; the Boy Scouts; the Senior Citi­
zens. Quite an impressive lot of deserving 
charities there, wc think.
Be glad that yoti can give.
Be glad, too, that there is an organization 
.such as the Community Chest through which 
you can give effectively and easily. A com­
munity chest has two main functions. The 
first is to raise funds each year for affiliated 
social, health and recreation services and then 
to distribute the funds in accordance with a 
systematic budget procedure. The second is 
to promote, in co-operation with the com­
munity welfare council, the effective plan­
ning. co-ordination and administration of 
those services in the comnumity. When wc 
give to our Community Chest we arc sup­
porting a wide network of social welfare and 
licaith services which prevent and cure social 
injustice, human misery and unhappiness. It 
has been estimated that two out of every five 
Canadian families receive direct service of 
some kind from one or more of the Red 
Feather services supported by our local com­
munity chest.
Be glad that you can give.
And be glad, too, that a large number of 
yoiir fellow citizens make it easy for you to 
give. Men and women from all walks of life 
in this city make up the volunteers who work 
each year in the welfare organizations sup­
ported by our Community Chest and many 
others join hands with them to organize and 
carry through the campaign to raise funds 
for those organizations. They gladly give of 
their leisure time to work in health, recre­
ation and family welfare agencies; they cam­
paign for funds for those services; they serve 
as committee and board members directing 
operations. They deserve a friendly welcome 
from every Kclownian.
Verily, this Thanksgiving weekend, we liv­
ing in Kelowna should be glad we can give. 
We should be glad, too, that we have among 
us public-spirited citizens who operate the 
charitable organizations and make it so very 
easy for us to make our giving effective.
4PFCY
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10 YEARS AGO 
October, IMS
When the next golf season rolls 
round, the followers of the 
Royal and Ancient game in Kel­
owna will have a completely 
renovated course featurinR grass 
greens and approaches. The go- 
ahead signal for the necessary 
work was given unanimously by 
an enthusiastic gathering of club 
members at the extraordinary 
general meeting held last Friday 
evening.
Rutland: By a majority of 125 
votes the property owners of Rut­
land turned down the proposed 
municipality in the plebiscite 
held here Wednesday.
20 YEARS AGO 
October, 1938
More than sixty per.sons In 
over a score of boats participated 
on Sunday last in the Kelowna] 
junior board of trade first an-1 
nual fish derby on Okanagan 
Lake, Nick Avender being the 
winner of the prize for the heav­
iest fish caught, it weighing 14 
pounds, 10 ounces.
30 YEARS AGO 
October, 1928
Some opposition having been 
encountered to the proposal to 
keep the stores in town open an 
hour longer on Saturday nights 
during October, that is, until 11 
p.m. instead of 10 p.m., the 
executive of the Retail Mer­
chants Association has decided 
I to abandon the scheme and carry 
jon without change.
40 YEARS AGO 
October, 1918
Among the names of Kelowna 
men on the casualty lists w'Cre 
those of Corp. W. E. Fisher
wounded in the right arm and 
thigh; Mr. T. Barrett, multiple 
fingers amputated; and Horace 
BYaser, killed in action.
SO YEARS AGO 
October, 1908
The pile driver was busily en- 
,taged at the beginning of the 
week under the direction of Mr. 
J. Silver, in driving piles for an 
extension of the government ferry 
wharf. Two spans are being add­
ed, which will Increase the length 
of the wharf by 28 feet.
BIBLE BRIEF.
Each one resembled the chil­
dren of a king.—Judges 8:18.
Wc arc all just that. We ara 
children of the King of Kings.
MAO CLINIC
Your C ars  M ile a g e  Per Ga
If youTc a typical motorist the odds are 
that your thoughts on gasoline arc 28 years 
out of date.
Here’s the test: how do you measure the 
efficiency of your car and its fuel? Do you 
still ask only, “How many miles will I get to 
the gallon?”
Most of us do use the “miles per gallon” 
yardstick but it’s as antiquated as the model 
A Ford or a Rudolph Valentino movie. Many 
also couple this old-style measurment with 
complaints about the higher costs of gasoline.
For all su c h '1930 thinkers, gasoline re­
searchers have a new, more accurate method 
of judging a gasoline’s performance. They 
call it the “ton-miles per gallon” measure­
ment. It takes into account the scores of 
changes in  cars since the 193Qs and it shows 
that a gallon of 1958 gasoline is doing 50 
per cent more work than a gallon of 1930 
- gasoline—-<rt v/rfMflWy no increased cost to 
the motorist.
“Ton-miles per gallon” means sirriply the 
number of miles that a gallon of gasoline will 
move a ton of automobile. It allows for the 
increased weight of cars—something motor­
ists usually overlook in their calculations, 
despite their demand for bigger, heavier car> 
bodies, mo|-e luxury gadgets and power fea­
tures. ‘
The average 1930 car rolled off the pro­
duction line weighing 2,500 pounds. This 
year manufacturers have boosted the average 
weight of their models to 3,500 pounds— 
adding a half ton to the work load of 1958 
engines.
Several other “highway robbers” arc feed­
ing indirectly from your gas tank. Automatic 
transmission, power brakes, power steering, 
super-generators, air conditioning—accessor­
ies that weren’t available a dozen years ago 
—<vrc tapping the energy of high-octane 
motor fuel that goes into a 1958 luxury 
model.
To find out exactly how much power ac- 
ecssoric.s affect your gasoline economy, engi­
neers tested two motlels—one without power 
features and the other equipped with air 
conditioning, power brakes and steering, 
window and scat actuators and other luxury 
accessories.
The standard motlcl gave 22 miles to the 
gallon; the other, only 15 miles. Onc-third 
of the power in the luxury model was divert­
ed from the wheels into effort-saving acces­
sories.
To compensate for the power that these 
conveniences steal from your gasoline tank, 
manufacturers have added power. The com- 
prcs.sion ratio of engines has doubled since 
1930. The average engine that year operated
PERSONALLY SPEAKING
Bv THE VENERABLE D. S. CATCHPOLE
on a compression ratio of 4.5 to 1; the latest 
models average 9 to I.
The demands of higlier compression have 
proven expensive to gasoline manufacturers. 
As the compression ratio crept up, so did the 
octane rating of motor gasolines. Today’s 
legular grade motor fuel is about 30 points 
higher in octane rating than its 1930 counter­
part, and is the same as premium gasoline 
five years ago. As just one indication of the 
price the oil industry has paid to stay in the 
octane race, Imperial Oil last year alone 
spent about $20 million improving gasoline 
quality.
But the effort has paid off in terms of in­
creased ton-mile ratio of your 1958 niodel. 
In 1930 a gallon of gasoline moved a ton of 
automobile ^5 niilc.^ when travelling at 40 
miles an hour on level pavement. Under the 
same conditions a gallon will move a ton of 
today’s automobile 53 miles. This is a work 
increase of more than 50 per cent.
The cost of octane improvement has con­
tributed slightly to the higher price at the 
pumps. But the major factor in higher gaso­
line prices is the provincial highway tax. The 
national average tax per gallon paid by 1930 
motorists was 4.8 cents. In June of 1958 the 
national average was 13 cents per gallon, 
ranging from 10 cents in B.C. and Alberta 
to 17 cents in two of the Maritime provinces. 
This is an increase of about 250 per cent 
and obviously a major portion of the over-all 
price increase.
Yet even with higher provincial gasoline 
taxes motorists arc getting a better deal than 
in 1930— if the ton-mile measurement is 
<ept in mind. The 50 per cent more w ork
done by modern gasoline in today's engines 
costs practically nothing. Here's how engine 
technicians reach that conclusion:
Motorists in a dozen major Canadian cities 
in 1930 paid an average of 31.3 cents a gal­
lon for gasoline. This means that a driver 
operating his 1930 car under ideal test con­
ditions would have paid 1.1 cents a mile for 
gasoline. The driver of this year's model, 
paying an average of 43.3 cents a gallon in 
ihc same cities last June, would get a test 
result of 1.4 cents a mile— an increase of 
thfcc-tcntlis of a cent per mile.
If premium grade gasoline is used the cost 
is still only 1,6 cents a mile—or half a cent 
more than drivers p;iid for regular grade gaso­
line in 1930.
In short, today's motorist is getting more 
automotive power than ever before at a 
negligible increase in cost. Which is no small 
achievement when even tlic price of hair­
cuts is up 400 per cent,— linpcml Oil Re­
view.
DROP DEAD!
Someone just said that to me 
over the telephone and you can­
not imagine how glad I was to 
hear it because I was complete­
ly “sunk” for an idea. Slang! Is 
there anything more vulgar or so 
expressive? When I first took up 
my abode in the Sandringham 
Hotel in Hampstead, London, 
England, I made the acquain­
tance of mine hostess. She was 
of German birth and had come 
across the Channel in about 1942 
or a little later. Her English was 
impeccable. ' One day I came 
breezily down the stairs, sudden­
ly caught sight of my hostess and 
called out “Hi!” Then I realized 
that this was not in the best taste 
to I added hastily, “I am afraid 
that I shouldn’t have said that.” 
She smiled and said, “No! You 
shouldn’t.”
Yet, I must admit that I find 
"Hi!” a very useful expression. 
It conveys friendliness, and even 
warmth, and in these days qf 
speed, it conveys all this and 
more in the briefest possible man­
ner. Moreover, it is possible that 
this exclamation may well take 
its place eventually with other 
ejaculations in the dictionary of 
the future. Somehow or other, I 
cannot say the same for that ef- 
feetive remark “ Drop Dead!” 
Yet even that expression has its 
points.
Years ago one chappie would 
say to another, on parting, "Au 
revoir!” which was really very, 
very — if you follow me. I'oday 
I hear people say anything from 
"Bye” or "B.ye-Byc” to "Sec 
you!" or, in the lower brackets 
"Be sccin’ yuh". I hesitate to 
delve into slang lest I find myself 
bracketed with the vulgar but I 
confess to a liking for picturesque 
speech. To toll someone to go to 
Hell is simply crude and besides, 
so far as I know, it is not possible 
to make such a journey, but it is 
not absurd or necessarily point-
a kite” , or to "go peddle your 
papers” or even “to go and jump 
in the lake”. These admonitions 
convey scorn or perhaps resent­
ment against interference. No 
doubt the underlying feeling could 
be expressed in other ways but 
I am simply drawing attention 
to the rather delightful value of 
picturesque speech.
Personally, I lean to polite ex­
pressions. However, this did not 
prevent me from delighting in the 
comment made by Bill Williams 
(from Liverpool), our steward in 
the dining room of the “Empress 
of Britain”, when a somewhat 
solid lady asked him, at our last 
meal on the ship: "Can we get 
off at half past two this after 
noon?” He replied; “Two-thirty? 
If you do, you’ll have a long 
swim!” Well, of course, he could 
have said, "No, I am afraid not, 
madam. V/e do not dock until 
five-fifteen” but I think his ans­
wer, though cheeky, was one of 
the highlights of the voyage. Of 
course, you. must also imagine 
the dialect.
I rather like something with a 
hidden, meaning: something that 
means one thing definitely but a 
thing which is not obvious: from 
‘the use of the word or term. For 
example, I have always thought 
that for Lord Nelson to say to his 
Captain, “Kiss me, Hardy”, when 
he, the Admiral, was shot down 
and was dying’, was a stupid 
thing for a sailor to say. Sir 
Winston Churchill suggests that 
what he actually said was “Kis­
met, Hardy” or as the modern 
lingo would put it "I've had it. 
Hardy”. Of course he might have 
said: "Captain Hardy, I regret 
very much to inform you that I 
have received a mortal wound 
and I beg to take this opportunity 
of saying ‘Farewell’ To me 
that would be just as stupid as 
for Lord Nelson to have said, 
"Kiss me, Hardy!”






Taken by our photographer. 
It is easy to get souvenir 
photos of the time you were in 
the news. Send them to your 
friends or put them in your 
album.
Large Glossy 6'i x 8Vk 
Only $1.00
No Phone Orders Please
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It would be only contrlbutnlg 
to the extreme egotism of the 
iiUthor of, the bt-wcckly column 
•Tcrsonnlly 'Si>eaklng” to make 
any public comment, on the gen­
eral froth and bubble cxprca.se<l 
by tho writer. ,
However, as a member of a 
reputable craft union for 43 years. 
I strongly resent hla continuid 
attacks upon trade unionism, par­
ticularly #o, he apparently 
knows very little about,the mat­
ter, and also thst his many refer­
ences to the 8uptK>sed crimes of 
organised labor, are never docu­
mented. and Itl many cnse.s i.v 
tsMTket In fact.
' The column In your issue of
Setober 7, headed “One Hour's ay” ta a case In point. TTio sar- 
. castle, Ireferenees to the adver-; 
'tlscmcnl published recently in the
was written without checking the 
source mnterlnl for the article. i 
’I’hese references tend to assert j 
that trade unionists wore asked] 
to contribute only one hour's pay 
to the chest for one year. J
TlO.s i.s absolutely incorrect.] 
Tlve suRge.stlon wits that, l)y\pii,v-' 
roll (UMtucllon throughout \ tliel 
year, the members would eim-' 
tribute one hour’s pay per month ' 
A very different figure, ;
In fact, twelve times as mueh 
as the colvimnUt would have us 
believe. Let us assume for the 
sake of argument that the mini- 
ipTO wage of lat)or is $1.50 per 
hour. The annual contribution
opinion of experts of the com­
munity-che.'its.
In ' the excellent article by 
Peter C .  Newniain in Macleans 
triaga/.lue Isiaie of Se|)tember 27, 
the pros and eons of the unlte(l 
appeal are set forth'very clear 
ly. Mr Newman writes ns fnl 
'|i-wi<: "The ceale for payroll glv 
I lug sugge.sted l)y community 
iChe)dh is llfl«-en minutes pay 
1 weekly fur annual Incoipes be 
, |(,w six thouHai\ds dollars a year.'
I 'ntls h.vstein l,s rajildly becoiri- 
;lng the slaiulai'd jhroughout the 
, (samlry dial H(e total amount 
leall/ed iiiiih Into tnaiiy million 
of (Inllai'u Is oiganl/.ed labor, 
(then, falliru! To do It's part? The 
answer nuist be "No”. I (uigge.st 
sir, Ibat ,Tbe eolninnltit retracts 
llils hlui: on latsii' wluTlien inten 
illonal 01 unintentional,' at the
/  JUNIOR & SENIOR ^
! H I G H  S C H O O L  I  
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You can w in  one o f these,
VALUABLE PRIZES
$ 1 7 5 0  worth of major awards plus 




o,,po.tunlt.v, and In future
P V estaa lallv .... ..  hl.s
calls iii-mn ihu nn/m m ”! '’**'‘’*''slalu.s In the community,, other enUs uixm this not high Income ]„,„„ ,.oUmmlst, ‘
Does tho Archdeacon consider] Vo\irs liuly, -
this contributloif n meagre one?] \V. T, fiUKST,
If so, what ttmomit (io«s he c6rt-| j ’ ' ‘ ”
. . .  , , sldor Miould Iw a proiter eonlri-
|>r«»S by Ittlior organizations In I button under these clrrumslanees
cnnncctlott with p«n>Osed contr^-jut me warn him that If be dtf̂  mii'v.M/d ibis meaii.s newa 
billion by their members to iboifsrs he will be In Immediate con 'i aia is have a conMnnt~not shift 
community ehe.it, prov-es that lU llct with tho carefuUy studied inglnuilteneo, ^
Mtial Canadian tauiu«s receiving 
iiesvr paper Live It carrier-
E N T E R  T H E  1 9 5 8  .
PULP &  PAPER IN D U S TR Y  
E SSA Y C O N T E S T
r-dlAU T H IS  € 0 U P 0 k ,  IO 0 M Y  fOJT I H f O U m f l O M M
 ̂ Canadian Pulp & Paper Aiioclation (B.C. Division). *
I 408—350 Burrord St., Vancouver 1, British Columbia, I
Plooso send full Information about lh« contosl and prltos. *
I Name...... .................. ........ ................................................. I
I Address.'........... ................................ .................................. |
I A . ' ................... '""c.’**'. I
CoBtost Olosfls M id R ig h t, Novom ber I s i b ,  18 S B
THEIR LIVES-H IS  LIVELIHOOD-DEPEND ON OIL
Imperial contributes to a better life 
leadership in oi l . . .  finding new supplies
for Canadians through constant 
. . ,  pioneering more useful products
\
There are more Utan five 
tnictora for every aix occu- 
pio<l fnrma in Cnnndn.. ..one 
motor vehicle for every four 
CnnndinnH. More than half 
the hoincH in Canada are 
heated hy oil.
Canndiann conHumo half 
Again an much gaaoline to­
day an they did in 1946, 
nearly five timeo na much 
heating nnd dicaci fuola.
Impq'rinl ha« Ireon a major 
contributor to thin Iretter 
life, more jproductivo econ­
omy. In 1946, Conodn pro­
duced lean than one-tenth of 
itaoil needa. In 1947, Imper­
ial diacovored oil at Ix*duc, 
in Allwrla. Today, Cannda’a 
own fielda produce nearly 60 
percent of our requiremonta,
9'hrough Ha nine rcfinorirwi 
from coaat to coaat. . . and 
in ita rcaearch operationa, 
larger than tho real of the 
Canadian oil induatry put 
together , . . Imperial haa 
conatantly been able to lend 
in the development of newer 
and more uaeful prrMluda 
, . . ,  to make a fuller life for 
Canndiana,
H i n r r  11141, ^ i t o U n r - l i t e l e d  n i i i i / i -  
nmil on farm» him rhmn nharply.
€sso) I M P E R I A L  O I L  L I M I T E D




B .C  In te rio r 
M a rk e t Board 
Plans M eetings
betnf hdl la other i»rti of the
valley.
Delegates elected will atteod 
the annual meeting ol the BCIVM 
to be held In Kelowna on Decern* 
ber 18.
For having a loaded firearm in 
an auto, George Travis was lined ‘ 
With the board year ending onjfSS and costs under the game acUu
schedule for
Kelowaa, British Cofatasbia Friday, October 10, 1958 Page
Medical Men Feel Govfs Should 
Take Lead In Disaster Planning
Nov. 30. the  annual 
district meetings of the British'; 
3 Columbia I n t e r i o r  Vegetable^ 
Marketing Board has been drawn: 
up. 1
November 3 Is the time set for '; 
the Winfield-Okanagan Centre-j 
Joe Rich-Okanagan Mission-Kel-; 
owna • We.stbank - Summerland 
Kalcdcn district.
The meeting will begin at 8 
p.m. in the B.C. Tree Fruits 
board rix)m. Similar meetings are
JUST 10 DAYS 
TILL TAX DEADLINE
AVOID 10% PENALTY.
Pay your City ol Kelowna 
Property Taxes now.
Direction of civil defence acti-ihoped such a meeting would be]of health. The medical profes- 
vity should come from the fed- arranged in the near future. sion must stand ready to help, 
eral and provincial health ser- LACK OF LIAISON but it must receive direction as
Then he criticized the lack of I to w hat is expected of them. 1vices
But the medical profession 
must stand ready to help in the 
event of disaster.
liaison between the branches of 
the federal and provincial health 
services and the special medical
T..! i A __ committee. ‘‘It wovild appear
activc part in disus-
of the disaster planning commit- pja„ning. but our committee
hears only indirectly of the acti-tee, at the annual meeting of the B.C. division, Canadian Medical 
Association. The four-day con­
vention concludes Friday.
Dr. Walsh said it would appear 
that most hospitals are working 
on disaster plans.
“An attempt is being made to 
co-ordinate the disaster plans of i services. Indeed, the 
the hospitals in the Vancouver bility for handling 
area, but so far the chairmen of 
the hospitals have been unable 
to arrange a meeting to deal 
with the first problem—that of 
overlapping medical i^rsonnel,”
Dr. Walsh told physicians. He
vity through other channels and 
not by direct communication," 
he declared.
"After one year of service . . . 
this committee feels that the dir­
ection . , . should come from the 
federal and provincial health
would feel that much of the! 
apathy among the profession is 
due to a lack of guidance . . .  
Until such is forthcomming, the 
actions of this committee arc 
likely to be fruitless,” he re­
marked.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Dr. Walsh felt that until most 
of the hospitals in B.C. have 
workable disaster plans, there Is 
little use in proceeding to organ­
ize the profession to meet a large 
scale disaster.
Other members of the com­
mittee were Dr. R. G. Wilson.
K.
PIONEER PHYSICIAN HONORED
Dr. W. J. Knox, pioneer local 
physician, w’as honored by the 
B.C. division, Canadian Medi­
cal Association Tlmrsday night, 
when he was presented with a 
silver tray by his colleagues. 
•‘ . . . In recognition of long 
service to the community and 
the medical profession on the 
occasion of the Canadian Medi­
cal Association meeting in Kel­
owna. 1958,” read the inscrip­
tion. Shown making the presen­
tation is Dr. Stewart Wallace, 
of Kamloops. Premier Bennett
expressed regret at being un­
able to be present on the occa­
sion " . . . to honor my old 
friend Dr. Knox."
Dr. Knox, who was president 
of the B.C. Medical Association 
in 1932-33, was termed “every­
body’s friend” by Dr. Wallace. 
He graduated from medical 
college in 1903 and is rated one 
of the oldest practitioners in 
B.C.






a disaster i Dr. John Sturdy and Dr. Stewart 
rests in the hands of departments I Murray.
Rutland Boy Scouts Get 
Lesson In Fire Fighting
A rran g e  Y o u r
PGE Extension Would Provide 
Major Link, Bishop Tells Medics
Extension of the Pacific Great Lakes put together. It is 2,500
th roug h  your
tic k e t ag en t!
ChrUtmat in the Old Country! 
Now*e the time to arrange your 
reservation and the CNR Ticket 
Agent U the man to see. He'll 
gladly book your passage aboard 
ANY steamship line . . .  also ar­
range all your train rcMrvatlona
CHRISTM AS S A IIIN G S  














AROSA STAR..„.DEC, 8 
SEVEN SEAS..... DEC. 10
Eastern Railway to the Yukon 
and Alaska will link the coast 
with an inland empire and pro­
vide a spring-board for a leap to 
the north in the Rocky Mountain 
‘Rench.
This was the opinion expressed 
by Rt. Rev. Bishop A. H. Sov­
ereign, retired anglican bishop 
of Athabasca, when he address­
ed members of the B. C. division 
Canadian Medical Association at 
the annual banquet Thursday 
night.
Bishop Sovereign, who has 
spent most of his life in Canada’s 
arctic, predicted the beginning of 
a new era in the northland.
Canada, he said, will help feed 
Alaska, which has to import 85 
per cent of its food. The poten­
tial electric power in the north- 
land is A'/z million horsepower, 
which is one quarter of the horse­
power available in Canada to­
day.
‘In the extension of the PGE, he 
paid tribute to Premier Bennett.
. who dreamed a dreamV. 
He tormed the Alaska Highway 
The Burma Road of America. 
Canada, along with the United 
Stnte.s, is creating a great inland 
empire, facing a great Soviet 
power, both military and econo­
mically.
“What the Medlterreanenn Sea 
was for Rome, Greece and Cnr- 
thage, so, and even more will the 
Arctic Ocean mean to Canada 
and the world. The Arctic will 
become the focal [>oint in our new 
world,” Bishop Sovereign delar- 
ed.
Canada’.s northland, is an un­
known country, even to Cana­
dians. Until this year the best 
published map of Northern Can­
ada was to be found In Russia's 
The Great Soviet World Atlas,” 
he .said.
There arc (our history-making 
event.s that will have a great in 
ilucnce on North Ammcrlca, he 
continued. Tlrey are the great 
circle route, currently being used 
by airplanes, the voyage of the 
Nautilus, the nuclear - |X»\wercd 
submarine which trnv9llcd 1,830 
miles under thd north polo; the 
statehood of Alaska, and the 
completion of the Pacific Great 
Eastern Railway.
Bishop Sovereign described the 
notth country ns a "land of 
mighty rivers." The Mackenzie 
river, for Instance, has n larger 
watershed than all the Great
miles long.
He referred to the 
wealth, including the tar sands, 
radium, gold and silver.
GREAT ADVANCES 
The speaker said great ad­
vances had been made in the 
field of medicine. Up to ten years 
ago, the death rate among In­
dians from T.B. was 18 times 
that of the white people. Now, 
he said, there are hospitals, nur­
sing centres and X-ray treatment 
is available.
”We are witnessing a tremen 
dous change in great empires 
The marine ocean empires are 
practically at an end. In place 
of marine ocean empires, there 
are now being formed empires of 
land,” he declared, citing Russia 
as an example.
“China is building up a tremen­
dous land empire. But this is 
where Canada comes into the 
picture. Along with the U.S. we 
are creating a great land em­
pire. We face the Great Soviet 
Power, both military and econ­
omically, for just what the Med- 
iterreanean Sea was for Rome, 
Greece, and Carthage, so and 
even more will the arctic ocean 
mean to Canada and the world, 
and the Arctic will become a 
focal point in our new world.”
PREMIER OFFERS 
PURCHASE ROBES
Touriat Sltaplnv cart will 
b« oparatadi from pointa In 
Waalarn Canada to ahipalda 
for aailinta from llallfna.
full h fo tm ttlo n  Itom  
A*ty Caaa«f«an National, Aftat 
CITY TICKHT OFFICE 
310 Bernard A te ..,Rhone 2358 
hfcnl CNR Slation — Phone 2330
T A X I
Radio Controlled
ANYWHERE
VERNON—Premier W. A. C. 
Bennett ha.s offered to buy 
Mayor Frank Becker mayor­
alty robes and a chain of office.
He jokingly made the remark 
here this week after His Wor­
ship said Vernon hoped to 
entertain Her Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth and Prince Phillip 
during their Canadian toiir next 
year.
Mr. Bennett jocularly re­
marked he would like to see 
the mayor In robes and a chain 
of office.
“ If the city won't buy them, 
then I will buy them for you 
myself," said the premier, 
amid gales of laughter.
In the 68 years Vernon has 
been Incorporated as a city. It 
Is the first time a provincial 
cabinet has met in the North 
Okanagan city.
By ERIKA FETZOLD
The International Film Festi­
val came to a climax last night 
with a colorful array ol films.
A delightful entry for children 
called ‘‘The Pony” opened the 
program. This film, in the for.m 
of a short story, speckled with 
humor, wa& somewhat better 
than the one shown in this cata- 
gory the previous evening. One 
finds it enjoyable to encounter a 
suitable film for children, parti­
cularly as much trash is present­
ed to children in our day.
"Men, Mountains and Chal­
lenge” dealt with our' province’s 
wrestle with the major problem 
of constructing highways. It was 
shown how this is overcome with 
the industrial devices of mac­
hines and dynamite. This entry 
in the industrial category was a 
contrast to the second dealing 
with the Atlantic province of 
Nova Scotia. “Tidal Workshop” 
gave a closer picture of the ra­
pid growth of this sea province 
mineral | into a major industrial area.
With the manufacture of steel, 
pulp and paper, as well as re- 
tai^ng its old-country traditions. 
Nova Scotia is becoming less de­
pendent on the sea.
SCIENCE ENTRY 
The science entry “Rocks and 
Minerals” was of a lighter and 
refreshing nature. It demonstra­
ted the intricate building of 
beautiful rock and mineral form­
ations by means of volcanic ac­
tion and forces of nature. One is 
rather relieved that the science 
entries did not consist of a clut­
ter with test tubes as might have 
been expected.
”Tuum Est” an account of the 
activities of the University of 
B.C. was good. We saw the tutor­
ing of students in preparation to 
earn a living; and pursuance of 
knowledge in the art of living, 
blended with the pageantry of 
university life.
Filled with appeal to the sports­
man was the travelogue ‘‘Legend 
of the West”, another British 
Columbia entry. Perhaps last 
evening’s bill was a bit over­
balanced with our province’s dis­
plays.
One of the art entries "Rom­
ance of Old German Towns" held 
the audience spellbound. The 
wealth of beauty of the medieval 
architecture In these towns, out­
standingly displayed In gables 
and spires, is somewhat unusual. 
The selection of the best art film 
is n challenge, as n work of art 
is complete in itself so that It Is 
unfair to compare it with an­
other.
Those who have attended this 
festival, await with eager antici­
pation the announcement of the 
film award winners which will be 
screened next Tuesday, October 
U at 8 p.m. in the Empress 
Theatre.
RUTLAND — The Rutland Boy 
Scouts observed ‘‘Fire Preven­
tion Week” at this week's meet­
ing.
Rutland Fire Chief Norton 
Would gave the boys a talk on 
fire prevention, and on the work 
of a fire brigade in tackling an 
outbreak of fire.
The fire truck was brought 
down to the school by the brig­
ade, and demonstration given of 
hooking the hose to a fire hyd­
rant. Scouts were given instruc­
tion on handling a fire hose, all 
of them getting a thrill by hav­
ing the chance to handle the noz­
zle in turn. The boys expressed 
their thanks by giving the brig­
ade three rousing cheers at the 
close of the demonstration. 
Scoutmaster Bert Chichester is 
taking five of the Scouts, one 
leader from each patrol, up to 
Adams Lake this weekend to ob­
serve the beginning of the Sal­
mon run, and take in part of the 
centennial celebrations at Sal­
mon Arm and Chase.
drawing to a close in the dis' 
trict. Size and quality has, gener­
ally speaking, been above aver 
age. Picking of Newtons and 
other late varieties will probably 
get under way by the end of this 
week.
The Rutland High School sen 
ior football team won their mat­
ch against Westbank on Tuesday 
by a score of 2 to I. The team 
now has two wins and a tie in 
the central zone competition 
beating Summerland on their 
field, and tying I all with Kcl 
owna High.
PARAMOUNT




L ife tim e !!'!?
*T0U MUST SK ITl 
IT’S SCREAMINGLY FtiNHYr’
■—LoutlU Fanout
A major m»rtnm*Mar. a o«naral jOy— I 
i»%o«a woodartv4 guy* won R 
m aaai for autcuy no iK tng ...! aTdygriffiihH
Evening Shows at 7 and 9 p.m* 
Saturday Matinees at 1 « 3 p.m.
Marconi TV  for '5 9
NOW AT RITCHIE BROS. GALLERIES LTD.
The Rutland centennial com­
mittee will meet next Thursday 
evening to consider plans for a 
centennial concert, to be held 
around the middle of November, 
with the co-operation of the high 
school band and the drama club. 
The event will wind up the year’s 
activities, and will also help the 
committe« financially, to com­
plete a few remaining jobs on 
the park. Bert Chichester will 
also show films of Rutland’s var­
ious centennial activities dur­
ing the past year.
Rutland people are pleased to! 
note that their centennial queen I 
Miss Cynthia Russo, has been 
chosen to be Red Feather for the!| 
Community Chest campaign in | 
Kelowna.
Picking of Delicious apples is I
21” Nu-Slim Table 
19 Actual Tubes 
Cascode Tuner 
Static Free Sound System 
Removable Tinted Safety Glass 
Signal Monitor 
Adjacent Channel Selectivity 








m s s  E iiii  SI. 
Opposite Ibe Post Office
PEACHLAND
PEACIILAND - i  John t^nB
accompanied by Lnx Kraft, 
motored from Toronto to Van­
couver, and Into the Okanagan 
to visit his parents, Mr, and Mrs, 
J, P, Ixmg, Grentn Ranch. Inst 
week. Tliey left via tlig Big Bond 
and will be stopping en roplo In 
the Winnipeg district for some 
duck .shooting,
llie  poinilar season for square 
dancing has agaiii lOlIed around 
Square danec lessons fi*r begin 
ners me being si>onsored bv the 
Totem Twirllers Square Dunce 
Club, and are to start on October 
22 In the Athletic Hall nt 7:30,
Mrs, A. J.' Cummliig lins re­
turned to her home in Castegnr 
after n short holiday with her 
motlier. Mrs. C,'C. Inglls.
Mrs, R. B, Spuekinnn :1s n pa 
tlenl in the Kejiowna Gencrld 
I Hospital. , , .
' m m m m
YOUR DOCTOR’S 
PRESCRIPTION
is more effective 
today than it was 
a decade ago 
because it embodies ihe 
products of rcQcnt research. 
Take Tour Prescriptions to
Dyck's Drugs
Tour Service Drug Store
mumum
Plus Base $19.95
$30  DOW N  
$10 MONTHLY









Oc(. 10 and 11
SUCKER NITE! 
Western Drama in Color
"POWDER RIVER"
with Rory Calhoun 
and Corinne Calvcl
Bring AH (he Kids!




Ocl. 13, 14 and 15
Mufiical Comedy in Color
"PYJAMA GAME"
with
Doris Day and John Rnitt
Brings Color into
BUY AND
P A IN T
SAVE 20%
L A D IE S ....
HAVE THAT ROOM DECORATED .
. . . N O W
\ /  ' '  ' 
Valley's loss your gain ^uring our
Fall Stock Reducing Sale
; V _





MIGHTY CASEY WASN'T OUT
Yanks Shaky,
Throned
MILWAUKEE <CP) — T h el tht redoubtable Lew Burdette and jin the second inning to take a 
trustv New York Yankees are [relief pitcher Don McMahon fori 2-1 lead.
back’ on the baseball throne to-eight hits Thursday, half of| The Braves had two good shots 
dav, still somewhat shaky after| them coming In a deci-sivc eighth |nt starter Don Larsen and w w  
the'/ seven - game world series'inning when they scored four runs: ner Bob Turley. ITiey
This Casey didn't strike out— 
this year. Casey Stengel, acid 
boss of the New York Yan­
kees, this year’s "come-back 
kids” of the World Series, Is a 
real hero along the Great
White Way today, after pilot­
ing his Yanks to their eighth 
victory since he took over the 
managerial reins in 1949. A 
happy hero, above, he is chair­




ST. ANDREWS, Scotland (CP) I first came to the Old Course In 
The Old Course of St. Andrews 1921. 
was again swept by winds Thurs- Jones, 58 and hobbling on canes 
day, keeping scores high during [due to severe spinal trouble, was 
the secohd day of the world’s made a freeman of the city 
first amateur golf championship
Britain's litiksmen faltered and 
New Zealand moved into con­
tention as Bob Charles took the 
individual lead from Scotland’s 
Held Jack. The New Zealander, 
with a second straight 74, put his 
team within one stroke of the 
front-running British.
At the half-way point, Britain 
has 461, New Zealand 462 and the 
United States 465. Canada was 
seventh with 481, A total 114 
players from 29 countries are 
competing.
Jack Blair of Winnipeg, non­
playing captain, looked at his 
team's scores—only the low three 
count each day—and predicted 
they would be lower today.
LOW SCORE DUE
"Somebody’s going t(vcomciIn 
with a fairly low score,"* he said. 
"But I don’t know which one.”
Doug Bajus of Vancouver shot 
an 80 to go with his first-round 
79, to tie for 16th. Toronto’s Eric 
Hanson put a 79 with his initial 
82, while fellow-townsman Bruce 
Castator — Canadian amateur 
champ—added a 79 to an opening 
84. Vancouver’s Bob Kidd had 
83-82—165.
The high-shooting golfers—only 
28 managed to break 80 in the 
trying conditions—found new hope 
however, as Bobby Jones Jr., 
British and American open and 
amateur king in 1930, told how he
Thursday night. He signed the 
roll just below the signature of 
Stanley Baldwin, former Brltlsji 
prime minister, who 28 years agV 
was the last man to be given the 
freedom of the city.
Just up the list was the name 
Benjamin Franklin, Oct. 2, 1759.
Jones told his audience of 1,000, 
including the 114 golfers:
"The first time I came here 1 
didn’t think anybody could play 
the Old Course. I played into the 
teeth of the wind on the first nine 
and reached the turn in 46. 
WIND CHANGED 
"I thought, well, I shall have 
the wind behind me going home 
But I didn’t. As 1 stood on the 
10th tee, the wind changed right 
around.”
He picked up and tore up his 
S®rd. , , ,
The rights'of a burgess of St. 
Andrews sound comical today but 
their roots go far back to a time 
when such things were of great 
importance.
From now on, if he wishes, 
Jonis may: "chase rabbits” in­
side the city limits, hang his 
washing out to dry on the Old 
Course and scrape grass from the 
18th green.
Jones, now an Atlanta, Ga., 
lawyer, was crying when he ac­
cepted. As he hobbled to an elec 
trie buggy and rode up the aisle 
the crowd sang Will Ye no Come 
Back Again?
tussle with Milwaukee Brave.s.
The American League cham­
pions climaxed a desperate up­
hill battle Thursday with a 6-2 
victory to topple the defending 
Braves and capture their 18th 
world title in the last 38 years, 
their eighth in the last 12.
It was a close call for Casey 
Stengel’s crew. Not the best Yan­
kee team to ever enter a series, 
they had to struggle back from a 
3-1 game deficit to take the title.
They needed powerful pitching 
to offset mediocre hitting and 
some off-the-cuff help from Mil­
waukee in the form of poor base- 
running, faulty fielding and er­
rant throwing.
CASEY PRAISES 
Stengel praised his athletes af­
ter their final victory, their third 
in succession and their fourth in 
the last five games. It was no 
time for censure. His boys had 
accomplished a feat only two 
other world series clubs achieved.
But it is safe to assume Stengel 
has not forgotten the promise he 
made a week ago after the Yan­
kees w'ere beaten 13-5 by the 
Braves.
‘Tm  going to make some 
changes on this club,” he said 
then. "There are several men on 
this club who don’t deserve to be 
on it. They won’t be here next 
spring.”
Even at the height of his ex­
hilaration, in the accomplishment 
of his seventh series success in 
nine attempts — the 67-year-old 
Casey let fly a parting shot.
"Maybe now some of the other 
clubs in our league will want 
some of my players again,” he 
said. "If we had continued to 
play like we did in the first four 
games nobody would want our 
players.”
PITCHING WON 
Pitching won the pennant for 
New York. It also won the ser­
ies. The series team batting was 
only .211 despite 10 home runs. 
Only Hank Bauer and Gil Mc- 
Dougald hit b e t t e r  than .300 
among the Yankees.
The Yanks managed to comb
to snap a 2-2 deadlock.
muffed
both Even the 46,367 Milwaukee 
. , ,  j . ,1 u [fans, sensed they had had it de-
Elston Howard s tie - breaking. game-tying home run by
catcher Del Crandall in the sixth 
inning. It was tlie same Crandall 
who t w i c e  came up with the 
bases full and twice failed to 
come througu.
The Braves left eight runners 
stranded to increase their total to 
57 for the seven games. The 
Yankees left only 40 on base 
Milwaukee hit only three home 
runs with such sluggers as Ma­
thews. Hank Aaron, Covington 
and Joe Adcock hitting nothing 
longer than a double.
out double and Bill Skowron’s 
three - run homer supplied the 
clincher. Up to then Burdette, 
pitching with only two days’ rest, 
had permitted only three hits.
The Yankees had managed to 
stay even with Milwaukee by 
grace of a couple of wild throws 
by first baseman Frank Torre 
and failure of the Braves to come 
through in the c l u t c h .  They 
scored two unearned runs against 
Burdette without the aid of a hit
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BRIAN ROCHE 
. . .  an old hat
GERRY GOYER 
. . .  a new hat
RUSS KOWALHIUK 
. . . and a braea
Packers W ere Good Guys' 
Took Rustlers Into Camp
The Rustlers got it in the neckj Packers’ president Bob Mc- 
after the Packers got out of thejKinstry is laying plans for the
WHL Teams Facing Off 
In 288-Game Ice Year
By THE CANADIAN PRESS terns—last year’s Americans un-
Six m o n t h s  of professional 
hockey starts tonight in the nine- 
team, two - division Western 
League, opening its 11th season.
East of the Rockies, all four 
prairie circuit clubs see action 
with Winnipeg Warriors at home 
to Saskatoon Quakers and Calgary 
Stampeders playing the Flyers at 
Edmonton. In the coast division, 
Vancouver Canucks open at home 
to Victoria Cougars.
Saturday night, the WHL’s new­
est entry, Spokane Flyers, open 
their season in their new 5,700- 
seat arena against Seattle' To-
Bright leading Pack 
in WIFU Point Parade
The 'Reluctant Debutante' 
To Aid Kelowna Packers
The "Reluctant Debutante” is 
going to work for the Kelownn 
Packers.
No, coach Jack O’Reilly doesn’t 
intend to put girls in strip, but 
the girl in question is the title 
of a play, to be presented by 
the Okanagan Mission Players 
in the Empress Theatre, Oct. 27, 
28, 29.
Opening night is going to be 
dedicated as Packers Appccln- 
tlon Night, and 80 per cent of 
the net profits will go towards 
the civic fund being raised to 
aid the team In their forthcom­
ing Russian Jaunt.
Wives of the hockey players 
will be the u,sherottes for the 
night, and tickets can bo pur­
chased from any of the wives 
niso, or from the advance sale 





P la yo ff Spot
Canadian Fresa Staff Writer
Mathcmaticolly, Saskatchewan, 
Edmonton and Calgary will re­
main in the running for tiu* Inst 
two playoff Iwrllis in ll\e West­
ern Intcrprovlnclnl FiK)U)all Union 
despite the outcome in the four-) 
game Tliank.sglvlng weekend,
But for Calgary Stampeder.s 
and E<lnionlon Eskimos, only â  
double victory will give either' 
»n>' sense of .security in the ehasej 
for the three iilayoff berths Ini 
the fivc-tcnn» clrcplt.
No other weekend series has 
loomed »o larM for Urn two clubs, 
Which meet In Edmonson Satur­
day night then knock heads In 
Calgary Monday nflcrnoon.
'Wlnnt|)cg Blue Bbmber.i, in first 
place with a seven-imlnt margin 
over Saskatchewan and meeting 
Iho last-place British Columbia 
lions Saturday In Wlnnli>eg in 
their only weekend game, already 
hhvo been conccdetl first place 
tbtt b)'« into thn Icaipio finals^
This Is only one of the ways 
that the committee, under Dr, 
M. J. Butler, has of raising money 
for-the trip. Another way is by 
personal solicitation of the local 
business houses and letter ap̂  
peal to the national firms doing 
business here.
The provincial government, 
civic government, trade board 
and other groups will bo asked 
to contribute al.so. This campaign 
for funds is going on currently.
Dr, Butler has stressed the Im­
portance of the trip in view of 
the publicity it will receive 
through the medium of televi­
sion, radio and the press, reach­
ing a large |K>rtlon of the world.
Tlio latest nows on the trip, 
however, was of more Interest to 
the people who Intend to accom­
pany the team on the thrilling 
Junket to Moscow. A local travel 
agency, handling the details of 
the trip for prospective passen­
gers, has announced a sub.stantlal 
lowering in price—from $1,457 to 
SI ,295.
REGINA (CBl-Johnny-Bright 
continues to enjoy a wide lead in 
the race for individual ground- 
gaining honors in the Western In 
terprovincial Football Union. Sta­
tistics released today by Bill 
Hawrylak of Regina, chief WIFU 
statistician, show the Edmonton 
Eskimo fullback star with a net 
gain of 1,165 yards.
Cookie Gilchrist of Saskatchc' 
wan Roughriders has taken over 
second place in the rushing derby 
with a net gain of 971 yards, sup­
planting last week’s runner-up, 
halfback Leo Lewis of Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers. Lewis has dropped 
to third with 880 yards.
Statistics cover all games to 
date with Winnipeg having played 
12 games, one more than each of 
the other clubs.
SHEPARD NEXT
Rounding out the top seven 
ground gainers are Winnipeg’s 
Charlie Shepard who has netted 
783 yards, Jim Bakhtiar of Cal­
gary Stampeders with 717, Ed­
monton's Normie Kwong with 714, 
and Saskatchewan’s Bobby Mar­
low with 502.
Lewis has the best average gain 
at 6.8 yards on 129 carries. Bright 
Is averaging six yards on 194 car­
ries, Gilchrist 5.6 on 172, Bakhtiar 
5.5 on 130 and Shepard 5.3 on 147.
Saskatchewan's Frank Tripucka 
and Calgary's Nobby Wlrkowskl 
are running neck and neck for 
passing laurels, Tripucka has 
completed 54,3 per cent of 186 
aerials for 1,596 yards while Wir- 
kowskl has completed 53.9 per 
cent of 176 for 1,497 yards. Both 
have an average pa.ss of 8.5 yards 
and Tiipucka is tbps In touch­
down tos.ses with 14. George Her­
ring of British Columbia Lions 
has had the most intercepted, 20. 
TOP RECEIVER
Calgary’s Chuck Holloway con­
tinues ns the top receiver, catch­
ing 53 of 69 pn.sses for 887 yards 
Saskatchewan’s Jack Hill has 
latched on to 37 of 44 for 629 
yards while British Columbia’s 
Paul Cameron and Edmonton’s
Joe-Bob Sifiltb. l^ye .edch c a j ^ t  
31 of 36 passes, Cameron’s going 
for 488 yards and Smith’s for 457. 
Hull is tops in touchdown passes 
with nine, just two short of the 
league record set six years ago 
by Calgary’s Paul Salata.
Shepard continues to show the 
way in the punting department 
with an average hoist of 44.5 
yards on 103 kicks. Herring is 
averaging 43.3 on 72 punts, Cal­
gary’s Ted Duncan 41.7 on 103 
and Saskatchewan’s Larry Isbell 
41.2 on 79.
Saskatchewan’s Mike Hagler is 
out front In punt returns with an 
average of 12 yards on 47 run- 
backs. Teammate Harry Lurin is 
averaging nine yards on 38 re­
turns and Winnipeg’s Gordie Row­
land 8.7 on 45.
Lewis leads in kickoff returns 
with an average of 34.4 yards on 
13 runbacks. Holloway is aver­
aging 33 yards on eight returns 
and Gilchrist 29.5 yards on 11.
/ f A s r  \ .. 
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t a b l e t s
^  RHEUMATIC AND 0
^  arthritic  ^
\  PAIN #
H A M O Y I U M I A N O  
^  » < O N O M Y  f A C K A O M
c o n t a in  3 INORtOliNl
(OR TMTiR a c tio n
No Stomach  
Upset
der new ownership. New West 
minster Royals also open at home 
to Vancouver. On the Prairies, 
Edmonton plays at Calgary, Win­
nipeg at Saskatoon. 
STREAMLINED SLATE 
These will be the first of 288 
games in a streamlined schedule 
leading to divisional and league- 
championship playoffs in late 
March and April.
There were 280 games in the 
1957-58 schedule, m e a n i n g  70 
games for each of the eight 
teams. The nine clubs this year 
will play 64 games apiece, 32 at 
home.
The division schedules will con­
tinue to Interlock. Each coast di­
vision team will make three 
swings through the prairie loop, 
and vice versa.
Vancouver and Spokane will be 
playing many of their games Sun­
day afternoons. Some games at 
the new Spokane Coliseum also 
ŵ ll. bb on’Sundays, but at night. 
Qt/AikERS’ HOME
Besides the Spokane entry, only 
other new look in the WHL is the 
relocation of Saskatoon Quakers. 
Last year, owner Jim Piggott 
split his Regals’ games—they be­
came Quakers this year—between 
Saskatoon and St. Paul, Minn., 
after drifting between Brandon 
and Regina in the two previous 
years.,
Now, Piggott has brought the 
club to his home. He couldn’t 
start there in the 1955-56 season 
because the Saskatoon WHL fran­
chise then was in other hands.
One goal in the design of this 
year’s schedule is increased at­
tendance. Last year the 280 
league and 25 playoff games drew 
953,726 fans, up about 52,000 from 
the year previous but still short 
of the 1,082,472 in 1955-56.
The league’s record attendance 
is 1,105,840, set in 1952-53, when 
the league dropped its old Pacific 
Coast title and began calling It­
self the Western League.
Corral.
Smarting from their defeat at 
the hands of the Calgary Stam­
peders Wednesday night, the 
Packers roared back last night 
against the Red Deer Rustlers, 
the western Canadian intermedi­
ate champions, and walloped 
them 84 in the second game of 
their exhibition swing.
Leading sharp-shooters for the 
"good guys” were Brian “Rocky” 
Roche and Gerry Goyer, each of 
whom belted in a ten-gallon hat- 
trick. Russ Kowalchuk, burly 
right winger, notched his shoot­
ing iron twice.
KING-SIZED CROWD
A crowd of 1,260 crowded Into 
the Red Deer arena to witness) 
the Packers down their home j 
town club, as Bruce McGregor) 
scored twice and singletons were 
tallied by Bill McCulley and 
Eugene Kinasewich. McCulley, a 
former Kelowna player, is a 
cagy pivot.
Tonight, the Packcr.s play 
against the Nelson Maple Leafs 
and tomorrow night they face the 
Trail Smoke Eaters, leaving right 
after the game for the trip home. 
They’ll have to bolt their Thanks-1 
giving dinner, since they open the 
league schedule Monday night in 
Penticton, and return to Kelowna 
for a back-to-back match Tues­
day night.
schedule, similar to the grind 
they may anticipate in Novem­
ber on their trip overseas, 
der road conditions, with a tough 
tunity to watch his prospects un­
conditioner, as well as an oppor-
opening night, on Tuesday, and 
intends to do it up brown. (De- 
tail.s of opening in tomorrow’s 
Courier.)
ROAD CONDITIONS
The present road trip is plan­
ned by coach Jack O’Reilly as a
The next three weeks of league 
play should be a toughening-up 
process, also, since the club will 
be required to play 15 games In 
22 days, eight of them home 
games, as the league juggles the
their absence. On their return 
from overseas, they will have to 
make up some more games, 
catching up by January 24.
McGregor and Kinasewich, the 
two youngsters who accounted for 
three of Red Deer’s four goals, 
were loaned to the Rustlers by 
Edmonton Oil Kings junior club.
Sooner or later you'll have oc­
casion to use the classified col­
umns to fill some need. Now? 
Dial 4445 for quick, courteous 
chedule in order to make up fori service.
NHL STANDINGS
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
W L T F A Pts. 
Montreal 1 0 0 3 2 2
Chicago 0 0 1 1 1 1
New York 0 0 1 1 1  1
Boston 0 1 0 2 3 0
Detroit 0 0 0 0 0 0
Toronto 0 0 0 0 0 0
SAND and GRAVEL 
Crushed Roadtvay Gravel 
BULLDOZING
J. W. BEDFORD LTD. 
2021 Stirling Place
D E A D L IN E
T O M O R R O W
Hockey Season Tickets
will not be held after
SAT., OCT. 11
5:00 p.m.
Get Yours N O W !
Tickets Go On Sale Daily 
10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. —  2:00 > 5:00 p.m.
Phone 4 9 0 5
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
X
Let it  Blaze!
ICa m at wntimr for «lcslas and 
CP Weatberproof Hootc Paint
You can count on CP Wcatlicr- 
proof house paint to resist the 
sun’s burning rays without 
checking or bllster.s. Gives years 
of protection from rain, sleet 
and .snow, too, You’ll want CP 
Weatherproof paint to beautify 
your house — In your choice of 
22 colors, white and black.
TMB
C A N A D A  P A IN T ''Ca n a d a
OOMPANV MMITBD ^ ------
MOWTStAI. • TOaONTO •  W IN N irM  •  CAIXIAXY • VANOHfVHR > IIA IIfA X




"For the Paint that Clicks -  Phone 3636"
B. & B. Paint Spof Ltd.
Decorating Contractors, fain t Supplies, Wallpapers 
anil Machine Rentals ,
1477 ELLIS ST. KELOWNA
^ 5 9  C h e v r o l e t —  c o m i n g  s o o n  
e n t i r e l y  n e m  m o d e l s
NEW IMPALA 4-DOOR s p o r t  SEDAN AND NEW IM P A U  4-DOOR SEDAN.
NEW KINGSWOOD STATION WAGON WITH REAR-FACING REAR SEAT!
n e w  i n t e r i o r s  NEW ROOMINESS,
NEW COLOR HARMONIES, NEW HOODED INSTRUMENT PANEL . .  .  AND MORE!
n e w  d e s i f f f t B  w i t h  n  p m c t i e n l  s t u n t
SLO H ED  WHEELS HELP COOL
THE BRAKES, FRONT AIR SCOOPS CONTRIBUTE TO ENGINE COOLINGl
t i n e  n e w
NEW V8 DEVELOPMEP
M
Thn Shtpo of I h in o  to Como fn m  C h t v n li l
* M n n n e e  new hi thrift e . . .
. . .  AN EVEN SWEETER TURBOGLIDE AUTOMATIC DRIVEI
A t.C  m W  A t .L  OVJElt AfiAM N  
p l a c e  y o u r  o r d e r  n o w  a t
your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's
'C3HC
SPORTUGHT
O 'R eilly Seeing Road 
W ithou t Stars In Eyes
The Yankees Lived It  Up, But The Braves D id n l Die Too Hard
By GEORGE INGUS
rc«arl«r is«rtc Editar)
Coach Jack O’Reilly wanted to see his boys on toe road— 
and it looks like he’s going to have a chance, with no stars
in Itis eyes. »
UsHninutc problems of various nature cropped up and 
left the Irlshcr shorn of many of his top stars for the road 
trip that will provide a severe test of the recruits several 
abiliticr. now that they are pretty well on their own.
’Two-thirds of the high-scoring Young-Durban-Jones line 
had to stay home, as Moe’s wife. Donnie, was hospitaliz^ with 
double pneumonia and his two daughters are also on the sick 
list In Bugs’ case, it was the problem of a replacement for 
his job A route salesman for a bread cornpany. he just conhhi { 
t,-,kc off and leave his customers gasping for their staff of 
life and a replacement was impossible to come by.
Tvro-thirds of the No. 1 line of former years. Middleton- 
Kniser-Rochc. arc also out of action for the trio, with Brian 
’’Rocky” Roche carrying the chores while the other two were 
forced to remain at home, with etriployment »™Wem.
Bill Swarbrick. the little right winger with the heart that s 
bigger tlian his frame, was a!.so forced to stay at hortie, leaving 
Jack with the heart cut right out of his offensive staff.
In suite of this sever handicap, the Packers managed tQ 
stave off a national catastrophe in Calgary on the first night 
of their trip, with goalie Davie Gatherum credited with much 
of the club’s holdout oower. To this report, in all probability 
.•hould be added the fact that the defence staff is a balanced 
foursome, who will probably turn out a lot 
the Packers, if thev continue to come along as they have so tar.
Who knows, the shortage may turn out to be a blessing m 
disguise.
’THE TALK ALONG THE COFFEE BEAN ROUTE is that 
the Packers were ill-advised to take a road trip at this time, 
when their players were going to have to take •  
just next month. We agree with the slurpcrs. this once (but 
we don’t plan to make a habit of it).
Howisvcr, in order to be fair about it, we must agree oom 
ditionallv. Our basis for disagreement with the trip is with 
the emplovmcnt aspect, simply. Wc felt that the boys have 
a lough time getting off for both junkets, and it proved that
wc were correct. . , i
There are two sides to every question, and to look at the 
view taken by team manager Bob Giordano and coach Jack 
O’Reillv, wc mu.st take a look at what they are up against.
Tliey have the antipathy of the east to contend with, since 
several clubs down that way wanted to make the trip to Rus­
sia. and will not hesitate to shoot barbs at the Packers when 
thev sliow signs of wavering. . . .  - , k
''They have the task of forming a club of equal or better 
calibre to last year's, and doing it with the loss of three key 
plaver« and no extra money to work with. Waving in front of 
them, in every step they make, is a big red flag (the comi^rl- 
non wa? not intended, but it's good, so we 11 leave it). They 
' arc a couple of guys with much on their minds. , ,
When thev thought of this road trip, they regarded It 
as an excellent chance.to see what their prospective replace­
ments would do. under road conditions similar to those they 
■will face next month. They were fully cognizant that it meant 
about seven games In eight days, but the overseas jaunt is
going to be equally tough. ^   ̂ ..u # .k-
Very likely, they should have had a chat with some of the 
employers who might be affected, but they didn’t. So they 
were wrong. But they’ll be right as rain if they come up with
* ''^Why not give them a fighting chance, instead of throwing 
obstacles in their path?
ANOTHER c o u n t r y  WAS HEARD FROM, in the form of 
t  statement bv coach Hal Laycoe, regarding the Packers’ 
chances in Russia. To our knowledge, some Packers fans were 
irate, but we can do nothing but agree with much of what
Laycoe says. . i
He says the club needs conditioning. That s a mouthful, 
as far as. wc are concerned, but we don't think it s going to 
; take until Christmas, as Prince Hal continues. In fact, the 
■majority of the boys will be fit and sassy by a fortnight, if 
they continue to work hard.
He says the Packers haven’t much youth on the club,- 
and we cannot help but agree with him, but we regard this as 
an asset rather than a liability. Remember the injury-ndden 
icc-wisc Penticton V’s?
He says a good, free-wheeling junior club would get tne 
job done. Well, everyone who knows Hal knows he carries a 
special brief for youth—in fact,, the odd critic has accused him 
of sending bovs to do a man’s job. However, he also says the 
packers are "long on heart,” and "will give it a good try and 
' d,o an honest job,” and these are our sentiments exactly.
Asked whether the club was rough or not, coach Laycoe 
was forced into a corner, since his Royals had done a number 
of rather mischievous things to the Packers in their two en­
counters and not been the subject of too much violence from 
the larger Packers’ ranks (easily ten lb. heavier on the aver­
age) However, he coppered his bet there,'and answered in the 
negative, but aualified his statement by saying they had some 
boys who might erupt at anv time. , . ,  , , .
Show mo the club who hasn't, and it s probably a girls 
grass hockey team.
TO SWERVE FROM THE HOCKEY SCENE. weM like to 
doff our bonnets to h band of warriors who bring cheer and 
interest into thousands of households every day in the year, 
g cxcent Sunday, rain or shine. . , , .  „ a
Wc speak of the band of bov.s and girls of all ages and 
.sizes who take to the streets of Kelowna every afternoon. with 
their precious cargo—the Daily Courier. We would like to 
salute them in particular, but wish to doff our bonnets to 
the little gaffers all over the nation who fill a spot as n̂ ews-
papor carriers for the news-hungrv householders of Canada.
This is National Newsnapor Week, and the whole industry 
takes a bow for the valuable service it renders mankind, but 
the little guvs and gals that carry the message to the door.s 
of millions of hou.scs In cities all over the land deserve special
Because no matter how fine the content of the naper, no 
matter how cnrefullv it Is laid out and printed, the final word 
on its acceptance rests with these miniature salesmen and 
Indies. They arc the direct link between the Industry and the
Is a monumental task of salesmanship and diplo- 
macy, an ‘‘cnd-of-thc-llne” kind of occupation. They are the 
jwiint of no return. If they fall, all the skill of the writers, 
editors, composers and printers is but wasted effort. If they 
.succeed, all the foibles, eccentricities and failures of their bet­
ters i.s discounted In the fact of a satisfied customer.
They are the diplomats, statesmen, businessmen and poH- 
ticlans of tomorrow. They are tomorrow’s citizens, and to­
day’s unsung heroes.
Gentlemen and ladies, we salute you, newspaper carriers 
' of Canada ,
Br CHUCK CAPALDO |pionshlp, were not glum. 
MILWAUKEE (AP)—The Yan-| And. t h e y  certainly weren’t 
kees were expected to live It up: angry—at themselves, 
after they won the world series.' Only one other team ever lost a' 
They did. seven-game series after taking a ;
The Braves were expected to ,>-games-to-l lead. Tliat was ini 
die hard after they lost. They, 1925 when the Senators blew the,
championship to the Pirates. | 
1 These were the expected andt Manager Casey Stengel, who 
unexpected dressing room scenes engineered the Yankees great; 
hard on the heels of New York’s e o u l d n  t resist a jibe 
remarkable triumph Thursday. ;al Milwaukee s Burdette, his 
The Yankees, who grabbed the tormentor. Burdette l»at
I world championship right from .t̂ ® Bombers three times last 
iunder the m u t e d  bats of the 
Braves with a G-2 victory, ordin-i 
arily don't show emotions. But] 
this time they were noisy, almost
but fell before them twice
this time while winning only once.'pitched 6 2-3 innings of brilliant 
POINT PROVED i relief for his second series vic-
•‘Now we look like we could;tory; Elston Howard, who.se hip- 
play in the National League,"] pity-hop single through the mid- 
said a grinning Stengel. jdle drove in the deciding run with
Prof. Stengel referred to Bur-itwo out in the eight and Moose 
dette's crack after winning the Skowron, whose threc-run homer 
second series game. "I’d like tol squelched the Braves and Bur- 
see the Yankees in the National'dettc for good in the same inning. 
League,” said Lew. "They’re no: NO ALIBIS 
tougher than two or three teams j Stengel’s opixisite number. Fred 
in our league.” 'Haney, refused to grasp at pro-j
Casey had prai.<o for all of his'ferred alibis, 
warrior.s, but he reserved special "Instead of, moaning, let’s talk 
kudos for Bob T u r l e y ,  who about how good their pitcher.'
THE DAItT COUtlEK % 
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were,” he said at one point.
He did, however, point out the 
painful fact that his Braves 
scored 17 runs in the first two 
series games and only seven in 
the last five.
Amid the wisecracks, shower i 
room pranks and general levity; 
that marked the Braves’ club-! 
house, Red Schoendienst said: !
“I think I can speak for them.! 
They figure they did their best 





1.et us call 
“round for it.
MORROW'S




The Braves, deprived of base­
ball's biggest prize after seem­
ingly having an unshakoable grip 
on their second straight cham-
WORLD SERIES BRIEFS
By DION HENDERSON
hULWAUKEE lAP) — Today’s 
finale at County Stadium was the 
first world scries closer since 1954 
I that saw both teams scoring. In 
11955, Johnny Podrc.s of Brooklyn 
ibeat the Yanks. 2-0. The next 
iyear Johnny Kucks smothered 
; Brooklyn 9-0 for a Yankee tri­
umph and in last year’s seventh 
Lew Burdette pitched a 5-0 deci­
sion over the Yanks.
r
After two-inning throwing er 
rors—which loomed large as the 
Yankees scored their first two 
runs before they'd managed a hit 
off Burdette — first baseman 
Frank Torre took up foot racing 
on his next chance. He fielded 
Berra’.s grounder /ecp behind 
first and beat Yogi in a close 
race.
Del Crandall knew what he 
wanted to do, but he took a little 
too much practice. Up in the first 
with the bases loaded and two 
out the M i l w a u k e e  catcher 
struck out. Up in the fourth, in 
exactly the same situation, Cran­
dall hit a liner deflected by Bob 
Turley to Gil McDougald, who 
threw him out, stranding three 
more. But in the sixth, with no 
one on, Del parked a Turley 
pitch in the left field bleachers.
Mothering- her husband’s ball­
players may be all right for Mrs. 
Fred Haney, but Yankees too? In 
the sixth. Moose Skowron took af­
ter a foul ball, ran into the fence 
beside the Milwaukee dugout and 
tumbled over it into Florence 
Haney’s lap.
There may have been inspira­
tion in it, at that. In the eighth, 
Skowron hit a three-rim homer 
that clinched the Yankee victory
Except for that first game 
when the guy climbed up the 
light pole — and he was from 
Brooklyn-Milwaukee fans main­
tained a more or less dignified if 
not quite sophisticated attitude. 
Until the eighth inning of the last 
game, that is. Then a cheerful 
fellow in a brown suit broke from 
the stands, scampered into the.in 
field and slid into second base 
under Gil McDougald’s nose. 'With 
attendants closing in, he returned 
to the o'atfield and was cornered 
by six of them, aided by two cops, 
although he spilled one policeman 
by neat evasive action.
And everybody got there again. 
For the fourth straight game, at­
tendance was 46,367. Nobody got 
sick to reduce it one, and there 
wasn't room to squeeze in an ex­
tra.
The seven - game total was 
393,889—just a little under the 
record 394,712 set by the same 
two clubs in 1957. Net receipts 
after taxes were $2,397,223.03, 





Ads . . . .
You Are!
HOCKEY SUMMARY







(Durban) . . . ------- ...16:24
PenglUes; McCuUcy 4:49, Wll- 
ibn 14:00, Smith 16:45.
(i«con4 Period
4. Red Deer, McGregor
(Burton) :30
5. Kelowna, Ko^walchuk '
(Cowan) ...............  1:28
6. Kelowna, Roche ,
(Durban) ........   10:37
7. R«1 Dccr, Mc( l̂Ucy
(Dorohoy) .............   11:04
PciialUos: Burton 13:40, Fon- 
loyno 18:47,
Ihlrd Period
8, Kelowna. Goycr j
(Bergeron) . . . . . .  :27
8, Red Deer, McGregor
(Whitehead. Kinasc- 
Wich) , ........   7,:34
10. Kelowna, Goycr
(Tennant) •• V........ 12;05
11. Kelowna, Roche
(Cowan) . . . . . .  14:33
12 Red Deer,' Kliia»cwleh
(Chii) . 13:24
Penalties: jMcCallum 4:23. 8:27; 
McCuUey 8:52; Kowalchuk 14:53.
NOTICE
The Kelowna Veterinary Hospital will be closed] 
from 12:00 o’clock noon Saturday, October llth  
to Fridky, October 17th.
Take me to your Admiral dealer
“\,v^
Dental and medical bills bothering you? 
Get a N IA O Jm A  loan — and quickly too I
kwtMl Ah-Cwawlhw |U<*a,C7i«f*wy
l o \  R A D I O  B L D C . 
P I I O ] S K 2H l l
BflMKiMrs thfonlvotit B tillth  Columbia
A ; ■»
•  •
— wwwniiMi iiyyiiii— )iji)Wiiii,iMi.iii,Ni>owow>x-:
.we hear
is out
Take a look at Admiral TV for ’59 and you’ll be saying the same 
thing. It’s like watching TV for the very first tim e. . .  discovering 
that wonderful things have been happening since TV first came 
into your life. It’s finding that Admiral gives you a picture so 
clear and bright and realistic that it’s almost 3-dimensional. . .  
that Admiral sound is High Fidelity sound . . . that Admiral 
controls,have done away with all the little irritations you’ve been 
putting up with for years. It’s the enjoyment of having TV that’s 
■ an attraiitivo piece <®lnodem furniture. . .  as Admiral TV for ’59 
introdiices ’’decorator approved” originals that are even slimmer 
than the first Admiral slimline models.
Take one look inside Admiral TV for ’59, and you’ll sec some of 
the things that have made these advances possible. There’s the
110° picture tube. . .  the shorter tube that has banished the old- 
style ’’bustle” in the back that once marred the appearance of 
your TV. There’s the horizontal chassis that reduces operating 
temperature, lengthens the effectivo life of components, helps to 
make possible that slimmer-than-ever cabinet. There’s the power 
transformer that delivers more consistent power, steps-up voltage 
delivered to the picture tube.
There are so many new Admiral features in the '59 line. But they 
all add up to viewing that’s away ahead of anything you’ve yet 
experienced. So if you want to get the most out of viewing, see 
your Admiral dealer. . .  let him show you just what we mean. 
Then believe your eyes. . .  if you can. . .  and enter your own now 
world of TV entertainment with Admiral TV for ’59.
M«M CH3IH41X.
THIWOOMIY. 21 * High Fidelity 
TV Conaolo with 3H watt nm'«; 
pliflor. 4 high fidelity npoakoRb' 
“Golden Signet” Caacodo 
tuner.
Mo)(*i caioiix
IH8 KINT. 21 "HuperTV CoiiBolo 
wiR) horizontal full fidelity 
tranafomicrchnnaia. I’ull-Piiah, 
on-off control, “Black Magic * 
picture tulie.
M«ii*i catoaix
TH« lYMWOOD. 21 * Super. TV 
Swivel Conaoln. ,Nbw eiipor- 
contrant circuita. Horizontal 
Chaaaio. Power tranaformer.
YMf egADfOUD. 21* High Udel- 
Ity'TV with 3)4 wnttarnpllfier 
and matched 4 ppeakor Bound 
nyntem. 20,000 volte of pic* 
turo power. ,
CANADIAN ADMIRAL CORPORATION, LIMITED, PORT CREDIT, ONTARIO TH-fM-l
Now onv
Show\ , *
At 269 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 2001
*'Basy T e m $  
A n a n g e d * [
N
By HAL McCLt'RE
HOLLYWCMDD fAP»—Two niid- 
dle-aged men watched a young 
fellow bound into the men's grill 
at a swank Beverly Hills country 
club. "Wouldn’t you like to be his 
age and .starting all over again?” 
sighed one.
"I can't think of a more re-
FEATHERED FLATTERY
Br ALICE ALDEN
Tine feathers make fine hatst 
This is the year for soft, 
downy feathers beautifully 
worked Into hats of colorful 
charm for wear with daytime 
clothes. Emme designs a soft 
and lofty turban of patchwork 
feathers that would make an
Ideal escort for a softly de­
tailed tweed suit or wool walk­
ing dress. The tall crown anc. 
draped band are blended from 
vivid blue, snowy white and 
speckled game bird feathers. 
A jaunty feather wing rises 
high in front to complete a 
simple but colorful hat.
GROUCHO SAYS:
"I W o u ld n 't G o  B a c k "-B e in g  
Tops N o w -W h o  W o u ld ?




crsion of The Coconuts in 19:s.;his script. Legend has it that’ten ta tiv e" p la lirw e« 7 n ^ e
T h e s e  e a r l y  p i c t u r e s  —  t h e i r ^ ' ' ____ ‘ ^  - -  =- - t h e  a n n u a l  n r» .- fT irU » m « . K e e p s  s p in n in g  l a s u n  a n d
OKANAGAN CENTRE — Tues­
day evening the Centre circle of 
St. Margaret’s Guild was con­
vened at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. G. E. Parker with nine 
members present.
Minutes of the last meeting 
were read and discussed and
details for that show while at the 
same time making personal ap­
pearances, devising new material 
I he thinks up his own humor, 
docs his own musical arrange­
ments among other items) and 
supervising his various business 
undertakings.
best—had one thing in common: 
uninhibited laniness.
But in the m i d d l e  1940s,
Groucho p rom p t ,l,p p « i on f i r S V ? ' L w ' ' ' l T L
Marx denies this. Ivember.
But what foUowed was one ofj Refreshments were served dur-
Groucho's fortunes took a down-1 the funniest ad lib bits in radio ing the social hour by the hostess. IthinVTVouiVb^  ̂ward turn. His last radio show; history. Producer John Guedel |ininK i couia oe napp\ . sa>s the
But the man himself is con­
tent—at last.
Until not too long ago I didn’t
ALICE WINSBT Women’s Editor
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Joking About Sacred Matters 
Is Highly Improper Behavior
By GARRY CLEVELAND i concerned. When we make rc- 
MYERS. Ph.D. I marks under the guise of humor
We parents can’t afford to joke such matters, see th*
about sacred things. If we do.
Carpeting Creates Atmosphere 
In Today's Decorating Picture
By ELEANOR ROSS Ion the new furniture woods. A 
Despite the emphasis on ac-1 comeback is being made by rich 
cent and area rugs, carpeting isi burgundy reds, influenced, pos-
laid an ostrich-sized egg. |was in the audience and offered
His comeback .started on a Bob',Groucho You Bet Your Life. The 
. . .  .. iHopc benefit radio show. During iTV show went on in 1947 and was
yoltlng idea, snapped the other, i comedy routine Hoi>e dropped an in.stant succc.<s.
"I wouldn t go through the whole ■'__________  ________________________________
thing again for all the money in 
the world."
The speaker w a s  Groucho 
Marx. At 63, he stands at the top 
of a remarkable career, recog­
nized as one of the great wit.s.
He has a pretty young wife, a 
nine-room home in Beverley Hills 
and all the money he’ll ever need.
On Sept. 25, he began his 12th 
season as combination quiz and 
quip master on You Bet Your 
Life (NBC-TVt, a job he calls one 
of the softest snaps in show busi­
ness.
ROUGH ROAD
But it was a long, rough road 
to the top for Groucho. Small 
wonder he doesn’t want to go 
back. He once said;
"I was kicked into acting by 
my mother and if I hadn’t been,
I’d now be on relief. I've always 
been terrified of dying broke or 
of being a failure.’’
Groucho was born Julius Marx 
In New York. He was the third 
son of an Alsatian immigrant 
tailor and the ambitious daughter 
of a German magician.
Minna Marx—everyone called 
her Minnie—dedicated her life to 
pushing her sons into fame in the 
show business.
She saw to it that Chico (Leon­
ard) took piano lessons. Harpo 
(Arthur) learned to play the harp 
himself. The family was poor and 
only Zeppo (Herbert), the young 
est son, reached high school.
In 1910, Minnie organized the 
Three Nightingales—Groucho, a 
tenor and a girl. When Harpo 
joined them, they became the 
Four Nightingales.
“The Four Vultures would have 
been more like it,” says Groucho.
ACT IS BORN
After countless whistlestops, 
tank town theatres and dirty sa­
loon dressing rooms, the four 
Marx brothers act—Chico, Harpo,
Gummo (Milton) and Groucho— 
was born.
Their musical I’ll Say She Is, 
was a smash hit. 'Then came The 
Coconuts and Animal Crackers.
Their first movie was a film
Mr. and Mrs. George Tyrrell , .T.  ̂®  ̂ suddenly’
(nee Marian Fochler) are r e c e i v - ^  could, 
ing congratulations on the birth , makes the comment as
ot a son. r'*' *))®l.vzes some causes and ef-
ifects of one of the show world’s 
Mrs. H. Bond returned home atjmo.st remarkable careers, 
the weekend from a visit at the The unmelancholy Dane is a 
home of her son-in-law and combination king of comics and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. 
Shearer in Penticton.
John
A good attendance greeted the 
teachers, Mrs. H. Macfarlane 
and Mrs. Venables on Sunday 
morning when St. Margaret’s 
church school resumed sessions 
after the summer holiday.
Parents are urged to see that 
their children over four years of 
age are enrolled and attend each 
Sunday at 10 a.m.
surprising when one secs the 
handsome new and improved 
patterns which are brought out 
year after year.
Although they have been out 
of favor for some time, carved 
patterns are coming back again, 
but with a new look that is most 
attractive. The filigree feeling 
pervades many such carpets, 
■with enormous medallions, pin 
wheels, stylized flowers and in­
volved arabesques carved into 
deep pile with delicate precision. 
GEOMETRIC PATTERNS
Carving has been used clever­
ly to give a new look to the now- 
popular man-made "fur” rug, 
with geometric patterns neatly 
cut into their lush piles.
Antique. Orientals have proved 
they go well in modern layouts, 
for their rich colorings offer an 
easy method of injecting color 
and pattern into an otherwise 
simple decor. Copies of treas­
ured Oriental rugs, as well as 
the patterns, have been marvel­
ously reproduced in the mod­
ern, relatively inexpensive ver­
sions.
As for unpatterned carpeting, 
the neutrals are apt to be deeper 
in tone this year, which is gcxxi. 
for deep shades show less soil 
and wear and tear.
Beige, the most popular neu­
tral, now comes in shades rang­
ing from deep sand almost to 
brown. The cvcr-popular greens 
are still available, with the addi­
tion of some new shades, such as 
a lovely pale bronze-green and 
a deep olive, both decorator- 
type hues.
'^e.se strong shades are really 
neutral and should blend par­
ticularly well with the new
sibly, by the strong use of these 
shades in fine Orientals. Light 
royal blue is doing well, too. 
SMALL DOSES
These tones are much better 
in small doses than in wall-to- 
wall carpeting for a large room.
Carpet mills have introduced 
many new extras such as moth­
proof wool carpeting. It is claim­
ed that the process can with­
stand some twenty shampooings. 
At one time moth-proofing lost 
its efficacy after the first sham­
pooing.
As for pastel nylon carpeting, 
there is a new finish that renders 
yardage more oil-resistant and 
so makes this beautiful, delicate­
ly toned carpeting more desir­
able than ever, even beyond its 
hard-wearing, enduring qualities.
HITHER AND YON
AYPA To Hold 
Home Cooking 
Sale Saturday
The AYPA of St. Michael and 
All Angels’ Anglican Church will 
hold a bake sale on Saturday, 
Oct. 11 in the O. L. Jones Furni­
ture store at 11 a.m.
Donations from parishioners 
would be greatly appreciated.
The money raised will be used 
for the proposed conference to be 
held in Kelowna next spring.
HOME FROM HOLIDAY . . .  
Mrs. J. Cameron Day and Mrs 
Donald C. Day returnedhome on 
Tuesday after a month’s visit 
with relatives and friends in 
Eastern Canada and prairie 
points.
MOTORING . . . to Vancouver 
for the long weekend are the 
Misses Lillian Hawkins, Irene 
Hallowach and Rhoda Risso.
GUESTS . . . at the home of 
Dr. and Mrs. Hector Moir are 
former Kelowna residents Mr. 
and Mrs. Ross Donaldson and 
Barbara, who have returned and 
will make their future home here 
once more.
REGISTERED . . .  at the El­
dorado Arms Hotel for the Medi­
cal Convention are Dr. and Mrs. 
John Parnell and Dr. and Mrs. 
Peter Rees-Davies of Vancouver.
SENIOR FRIENDSHIP . . . 
Circle of St. Paul’s United 
Church met this week at the 
home of Mrs. W. E. Adams, 
North St. Miss Joan Adams gave 
an interesting talk on her work 
at the Indian School in Oakland, 
Calif.
our children will also.
To most of us. sacred things 
usually mean things related to 
religion.
Any person has the right not 
to consider certain religious sym­
bols and practices sacred him­
self, but he's almost sure to 
mingle with others who do. When 
he jokes about any of these mat­
ters in the presence of those who 
consider them sacred, he in­
fringes on their rights and feel­
ings.
HARMS n iE  CHILD
If a child hears us joke about 
something that is sacred to 
someone he respects and ad­
mires, see the harm we can do.
Some years ago, I used to hear 
a long-time friend of mine make 
a joke of Bible quotations in an 
effort to be funny. This must 
have seemed sacrilegious to his 
children as well as to many 
adults.
You, yourself, have often heard 
a person who attended a church 
or synagogue make remarks 
about some religious practice of 
another faith in a poor attempt 
at humor.
JOKES ABOUT FASTS
How often have you heard, for 
example, a person of one faith 
make fun of the way certain re­
ligious groups fast on certain 
days or observe certain dietary 
laws?
, There are many other rhatters 
which are sacred to the persons
harm we do other persons, our­
selves and our children.
As a rule, jokes of this nature 
suggest we feel superior to those 
we joke about. What moral right 
have any of us to belittle other 
persons and what is precious to 
them?
A rule our children should 
learn from us is this: Never joke 
about or speak lightly of any­
thing which is really precious or 
sacred to anybody else. 
ANSWERING PARENTS’ 
QUES'nONS
Q. Our teen-age daughter Is 
very tall and is sensitive about 
it.
A. Never refer to her height. 
When others do in her presence, 





Wives of vsiiting physicians at 
tending the B.C. division of the 
Canadian Medical Association 
were treated to a colorful array 
of authentic Indian costumes and
man of commerce 
"I am the only performer in 
the world today who all by him­
self can make what he wants.,A 
million a year: Fifty thousands a 
week? You name it.”
He talks in the flat, impersonal 
manner of an auditor at a ledger 
as he dissects the drives and feel­
ings that keep him moving with 
the dexterous alactrity of a man 
on a tightrope with a tiger by 
the tail.
SET RECORD
Since setting Broadway’s all- 
time record for a one-man show 
with his Comedy in Music a 
couple of seasons back, Borge 
has been smashing records from 
Las Vegas to London.
His 1958 travels total 500,OtX) 
miles; one "intimate” concert 
drew 92,000; and in England the 
BBC let him utterly disrupt pro­
gramming by running overtime 
19 minutes.
Such activities, however, are 
only half the Borge story.
crafts at a kaffee klatch held From a tiny start a few years 
Thursday morning at the Kelowna t»®ck. his fancy poultry business 
Yacht Club. has rocketed so that 25,000 birds
In colorful garb provided by ^
« - a t
By VERA WINSTON
Corduroy has moved up from 
the ranks of strictly casual 
wear, to make itself known as 
an ideal fabric for smart 
clothes, such as this two-piect 
outfit. The jacket has a high, 
wide and handsome collar 
above the double-breasted clos­
ing. The skirt is straight and 
narrow. A fine choice for coun­
try wear and motor trips, it 
goes well with sweaters or 
blouses.
WIFE PRESERVERS
Mr. Oliver Jackson of East Kel 
owna, who is rich in Indian lore, 
wives of local doctors greeted the 
guests who numbered over 100. 
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson and seven 
of the ladies were in full Indian 
regalia, while others wore feather 
headbands.
Exquisitely carved models de­
picting the environment of Can­
ada’s native citizens graced a 
long table against a background 
of totems. Soft beating of a tom­
tom added atmosphere to the 
scene which fascinated the visi­
tors.
The morning party was held 
on the third day of a four-day 
convention. Ladies of the Yacht 
Club auxiliary assisted with the 
serving of refreshments.
A tour of packing houses and 
other local industries was arrang 
ed for the afternoon, with a for­
mal banquet for doctors and 
their wives taking place in the 
evening,
, A  v a c w m  c le a n tr  w ith  o n  u p - 
h o ltta iy  o lt a ( h m « n l co n h e lp  y w  
k « « p  y o u r  r o o t  clo o n . M should 
ho v o  ^ q u o i r t b i v t h i n s * .  a t  w o D ,
Canadian department stores 
sales in the first six months of 
1958 gained 3.8 per cent over the 
same period of 1957.
cently took over a huge farm in 
Denmark and he intends to put 
it promptly on a paying basis. 
As a new phase of his multiple 
interests, he is becoming an im­
porter of fancy foods and house­
hold furniture.
AVOIDS TV
Although at times Borge seems 
eager to attempt more and more 
within each 24 hours, he carefully 
avoids too many visits to televi­
sion. He holds one of TV’s rich­
est contracts with an automobile 
maker (Pontiac)—but like every­
thing else in Borge’s one - man 
professional life, it is designed to 
his specifications.
“1 don’t want to do TV for in­
come, but simply to establish my­
self with the largest possible aud­
ience at one time—and hope that 
they remember me,” he says.
Victor is committed to one show 
a season, but may do more if he 
wants to; and what the sponsor 
gets on that show—Borge alone 
or Borge with symphony orches­
tra and supporting cast — rests 
with him. His network appear­
ance this year is set for Nov. 
29.
As usual, he Is working out the
Flag the finder with « lost ad I 
To recover a pet, pocketbook, 
raincoat, anything, call 4445.




In by 9 a.m. 
1555 ELLIS
Out by 5 p.m. 
PHONE 228S
An analysis of daily newspaper 
circulation over a three-year per­
iod shows it to be constant. All 
monthly percentages were In the 
narrow range from 8.2 to 8.4. The
absolute constant would be 8.44 
black-brown finish that appears per cent a month.
When chilly weather calle for real warmth —
Hat saves 
more laoney for more families!
Yh  cm uvi, tee., . lust pliini yeiirHieii' 
wirmir -  the luthirliiil Stiniliril OH 
eiitrllmtir Is yiur irii. Hi'|l brini yii cTiie,
OiiiNdible wimttb plvi thiii •xtluilve 
HoeeiwiriMr Mvleiii
eiiri pure but per fillip...becauie 
Stindird Healing Oil* are cuitom- 
tailorad for today's heating 
lystami. Naturally, you'd ax- 
pact tham to burn cleanart 
hotterand they do!
Miri but (rim yiur furnui... 
becauie Stanuard’a exclu- 
aive detergent-action 
Tharmiiol keeps your 




mire efflclipt biitlii 
iwnie..,because your I 
House warmer's tips on 
heating can sava heat,
aava mom V.. bfcauia hia 
tiiiomitii,. ’ •keep.flllerl”
Group 
Will Hold Open 
House On Sunday
The Kelowna Figure Skating 
Club is holding "open house” 
next Sunday afternoon from 12 
until 3 o'clock in the arena, when 
all prospective members and 
their friends are welcome.
Professionals Mrs. Jeanne 
Ross Beaton and Miss Monica 
Hill (Mrs. G. Jablonskl) will be 
on hand to arrange for instruc­
tion, and members of the club 
committee will bo there to an­
swer cnquiric.s, Many events arc 
planned for the coming season. 
The club competition will pro­
vide an Interesting and exciting 
incentive for skaters of oil 
clossos, and the club carnival is 
always a highlight of the season 
for young and old alike,
Maritime 
Power Boom
The power potential of the M a­
ritime Provinces is rapidly being 
harnessed to  play a  vital part in a  
ho p ^ -fo r economic surge ahead.
During the last year large new 
resources have been tapped and 
made available to users.
S tar attraction is New Bmns.;
'* Electric Power Com inlo 
’ Z.OIX) kw Beethv<v>d h r
-os '- ’ch h ‘
The New Brunswide metal dis­
coveries in the northern part ot 
the province promise to  require 
v a s ^ w e r ,  and it has been provided. 
A $225 million expansion plan to 
provide 7(X),000 kw is ca  the 
drawing boards.
New T herm al P lan t
By 1961 a  further 50,(XX) kw 
should be available from a  new 
thermal plant to  be built in Saint 
John. - ^
I- P T i a n  -ew
Seawaj Nears Completion
■ »
to Open Huge Project in 1959
Canada next year gets 3,000 
more miles of coastline and a  rosy 
new economic horizon.
\Vhen Queen Elizabeth opens the 
massive half-billion-dollar S t  Law- 
Seaway next' spririg, she will 
powerful economic for- 
dimly seen.
-  the great days
wilt alter. There will be test trans­
shipping ^centagew ise.
Trans-shipment points fo r eat- 
bound bulk cargo — espedally 
grain — may tend to shift farther 
east.
Transport of bulk prodtseta wilt 
leap.
Western farm ert will enW- 
lower grain shipping chargea
Most importan*. there u
Seaway, but the Uggest w on 't 
Realistic studies of probable 
Seaway cargoes indicate that do­
mestic bulk shipments will demand 
much of its capacity.
Seawa»_ traffic, according to
(ignrr Tn* r r~ n t Canadian
That’s a  more realistic figure for 
immediate consideratioat I t is ax« 
pected to  be reached within fiva 
rears. ,
Of this, 11 million tons weoM 
move downriver, would inclnde 10 
million tons of grain and grans 
products, three million tons of aotl 
coal, and 1.5 millioa tons of koB  
and steeL (
Upriver lonntgt would be 26.S 




A. Bruce V d g t  — M l  Clement Ave.
Tel. 3017 (i%»| ~  7097 and 3734 (nights)
;51ANDAIID OIL COMrAHY OF IIIIISH COlUMIIIA 11)111(0
IF YOUR 
PAPER IS MISSED
Phone your carrier first 
Then if your Courier is not 
delivered by 7.00 p.m.
JUST TELEPHONE
RUDY'S TAXI 
2 6 1 0
And a copy will be 
despatched to you at once
IMs apeclal delivery service 
h  avollahle nightly between 
7:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
• • . t o  g r o w  w ith  C a n a d a
I’m buying
Saving fa cnaicr w lirii you Ipiy Canada Savinga Rondu 
through your rousniiciU Payroll Savings Plan. vMiuoht 
before you know it your homla arc paiil in full. Hut 
whelhcr houghi on inplahiienla or foV eanh, SnvingB 
Honda earn high iiilereat. They’re eaalmhlc anvtime, 
too —  Toi- never Ichh llinn full face value. Available in 
deiuiiuinatioiiH of .$.S0 aiid up.
Tf'eina can u I h o  he arranged at your hank, inve«lnient 
dealer, Btuckhrukcr, triiht or loan company. <
Tmy pay- the easy way
Good Interest:
I ’ ' ■ ’
M ake  a B lart today fo r  the th ingn  yo u  w an t to m o rro w !
*¥**»,
•*,' .‘f
TOE DAILY COUmiES T 
FKEDAY. OCT. 1«. IKA
CHURCH
ROUNDS
Six local childlrcn will receive 
full communicant membership at 
Christ Lutheran Church on Sun­
day, October 12.
They are: Christiana Epp, Bar­
bara H o w k, Ralph Krueger. 
Larry Lissner, Peter Schramm 
and Julius Steiger.
The ancient confirmation rite 
will be performed by Pastor Epp 
at 11 p.m.
The Promise Fulfilled ILLU S T R A T B ) S U N D A Y  S C H O O L  L B S O N
SeHpInr*—Luka S:l-4(L
t r  KShU I. luMdiar
A just, devout man named Messiah, and he
Simeon went into the temple a t— Luke 2:28.
'•The leaves of the tree,’ a ...................... . . , __  __ '
film by the British and Foreign
blessed God.
the time the Infant Jesus wasj
LEAVING F O R  EASTERN 
CANADA, where they will 
train for Bible school work in 
Italy, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
Oxenham of the Peoples Mis­
sion Church. Mr. Oxenham is 
the son of Mr̂  and Mrs. Ernest 
Oxenham of Winfield.
The Saviour Is Born 
In The G ty Of David
CHRIST IS BORN IN 
BETHLEHEM 
Scripture — Luke 2; 1-40
By NEWMAN CAMBBELL
St. Luke tells in the scripture 
assigned to our lesson today, 
Luke 2-1-40. of the journey that 
Joseph and Mary made from 
their home in Nazareth to Beth­
lehem because of a Roman tax 
levied on the Jews. The lovely 
story of Christ’s birth will be 
told again at Christmas time, as 
has been done for 15 centuries, 
now we will study the text of the 
chapter.
The word Bethlehem means 
“house of God”, and it was five 
miles south of Jerusalem. Naz^ 
reth, the home of Joseph and 
Mary, was 90 miles north of Jer­
usalem. It was a fitting place for 
Christ to be born, for it was the 
birthplace of King David, and is 
often called the City of David.
What a vivid picture we have 
in our minds of the shepherds 
tending their flocks in the fields 
and hearing from an angel of 
God that the long-looking-for 
Messiah was bornl These poor 
men did not ignore the tidings, 
but hurried to Bethlehem to see 
this wonderful Child and to wor­
ship Him.
A certain number of days naa
all people: a light to lighten the 
Gentiles, and the glory of Thy 
people Israel.”—Luke 2:29-32.
This song of Simeon’s "has 
been recognized and for ages it 
has entered into the evening ser­
vices of the Church, both the Ro­
man Catholic and the Anglican 
churches,” Dr. Wilbur M. Smith 
says in his Peloubet’s Select 
Notes.
Simeon blessed Mary and Jo­
seph, who were marveling at 
these things. He said to Mary, 
"Behold this Child is set for the 
fall and rising again of many in 
Israel: and for a sign which shall 
be sixiken against; lYea, a 
sword shall pierce through thy 
own soul also) that the thoughts 
of many hearts may be reveal­
ed.”—Luke 2:34-35.
Simeon was proved a true pro­
phet as the sword did indeed 
pierce through the gentle Mary’s 
heart as she witnessed the perse­
cutions and final cruel death of 
her beloved Son.
'There was also in the temple 
that day in Jerusalem a widow 
of many years who never depart­
ed from the temple, “but serv­
ed God with fastings and pray­
ers night and day.” She ‘‘gave 
thanks likewise unto the Lord, 
and spake of Him to all them 
that looked for redemption in
Bible Society, will be shown at 
the grace Baptist Church on Sun­
day. October 19, a 8 p.m.
The film will be narrated by 
Rev. J. A. Raymond Tingley of 
the society and Sunday’s show­
ing will be the premiere in B.C,
David Affleck, of Winnipeg, a 
missionary candidate for France 
, will soeak at the Peoples Mission 
on Thursday, October 16 at 8 
(p.m.
j la addition to speaking, Mr.
1 Affleck will present special mus- 
: ical selections on the piano and 
accordian.
The Peoples Mission Church 
will be decorated in “harvest 
home ’ fashion for the Thanksgiv­
ing service on Sunday.
Special music and testimonies 
will be presented.
Pastor Bourke will speak on 
subjects in keeping with the day; 
"First fruits”, at the morning 
service, and “Sins’ harvest”, at 
7:15 p.m.
Sunday school will be held as 
usual, at 9:45 a.m.
A report on construction of 
new churches was given at the 
meeting of the United Church, 
Presbytery of Kamloops-Okana- 
gan on October 8.
The two day meeting was held 
at St. Paul’s United Church, Mis­
sion Road on October 7 and 8.
The new construction includes 
a new hall at Cawston, a church 
at Golden, and an expansion pro­
gram at Naramata.
'The ladies of St. Paul’s serv­
ed luncheons and a dinner for the 
delegates. Mrs. J. G. Mervyn 
convened the three circles of the 
church to offer this hospitality.
brought there to be ble.ssed. Si- Si.neon ^ id . “Lord
meon took the child m his arms t ) v^^word-
for he recognized him as the i peace according to Ihy
ed woman, a widow and prophe­
tess, who "served God with fast­
ings and prayer night and day.’’ 
When she saw Simeon with th e, 
Babe Je.sus in his arms, she also 
 ̂ gave thanks unto the Ixird.- 
Also in the temple was an ag-' Luke 2:36-3K________ _
for mine eyes have seen ’Thy sal­
vation, which thou has prepar­
ed before the face of all people,” 
and he blessed Mary and Joseph 
who marvelled.—Luke 2:29-33.
rhowent back to their me in Naz-I 
arcth, “and the Child grew and! 
waxed strong in spirit, fillcdl 
with wksdom; and the grace ofl 
God was upon him.”—Luke 2;39-| 
40. — Memory verse, Luke 2:40.
SPECIAL VISIT
NANAIMO, B.C. (CP) — ’niree 
Nanaimo Kinsmen club mem­
bers will travel to Wilkie. Sask.,
with four gallons of Vancouver 
oysters and a dogwood emblem 
bearing the club crc.st. It’s an 
annual custom s t a r t e d  three
years ago.
In winter, connect the summerl 
garden hose to a basement tap,] 
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Home League Meeting 
(for women) 
Tuesday — 2:00 p.m.
Joseph and the Infant Jesus 
“The Child grew, and waxed 
strong in spirit, filled with
wisdom: and the grace of God 
was upon Him,—"Luke 2:40.
“Thanksgiving’’ is the title of 
the lesson-sermon for the_ Kel­
owna Christian Science Society to 
be read on Thanksgiving day.
The message, to be road in all 
Christian Science churches in 
B.C.. will consist of selections 
from the King James version of 
the Bible, and from the (Chris­
tian Science textbook “Science 
and Health with Key to the 
Scriptures,’’ by Mary Baker
The lesson-sermon has been de­
signed to emphasize the living of 
one’s gratitude to God.
Testimonies from the floor will 
also be featured.
A  L L l l t c iU l  ^  --------------  n r * 'n o
to elapse after the birth, accord- Jerusalem.’ —Luke 2:36-38. 
ing to Jewish law, before Mary When Jeseph and Mary had 
could enter the temple: When j "performed all things according
the time was up. she and Joseph 
took the Blessed Child there to be 
presented to the Lord, and to of­
fer a sacrifice of two young pig­
eons. as they were too poor for 
a more expensive offering.
Now there was in Jcrusalctn a 
just and devout man named Sim­
eon. who waited for the "conso­
lation of Israel.” Tlie Holy Ghost 
hnd revealed that he ’’.should 
not SCO donUi. bofore he hRcl .seen 
the Lord's Christ.”—Luke 2:25,
26' . • . .1The Spirit took him into the
temple just ns Mary and .loscph 
brought the Infant Jesus in, <ind 
Simeon at once recognized that 
here was tlie promised Messiah, 
and he took the Babe into his 
arms and blessed God, saying, 
‘■Lord, now lettcst 'lliou Thy ser­
vant depart in peace, according 
to Thy word: for mine eyes have 
scon Thy salvation, which Thou 
hast prepared before the face of
Horse Bolted; 
Young M errit 
Cowboy Hurt
MERRIT, B.C. (CPI-A young
■. XT tho I trim cowboy was flown to Vancouver
city Nazareth. And the cm . •yyg ĵjgg^ay from a ranch near 
grew and waxed strong m spi it, , , ,  iniured when
to the 'law of the Lord, they re­
turned into Galilee, to their own 
city azareth. nd the Child
Yellowhead Pass 
Project Rejected
MONTREAL (CPI—A highway, 
to the Pacific via the Yellowhead 
Pass—a project dear to the hearts', 
of Edmontonians—failed to get | 
the support of the Canadian; 
Chamber of Commerce.
Edmonton delegates were sue-, 
cessful in getting a two-thirds 
vote to aUow them to bring thejr 
proposal before the chamber’s 
annual meeting, but the proposal 
was defeated.
It had originaUy been thrown 
out by the chamber’s preparatory 
committee on the ground that it 
involved a matter essentially re­
gional instead of national-^and 
chamber rules are that it will 
take stands on matter only of na­
tional interest.
Help! Help! When you need 
workers, place a Courier classi­
fied ad to get applicants aplenty! 
Dial 4445.
filled with wisdom; and the 
grace of God was upon Him.”— 
Luke 2:39-40.
Today, while we rejoice in the 
thousands of scientific discover­
ies that help make the world a 
better and easier place in which 
to live, the sword is still piercing 
many mothers' and fathers’ 
hearts all over the world as they 
fear their sons’ lives sacrificed 
on battlefields. Let us pray and 
strive diligently to bring up our 
sons .so that they, too, may be 
filled with wisdom, strong in 
spirit, with the "grace of God 
upon them,” as was our Lord 
Jesus. Then they may bless the 
world and peace may finally be­
come a reality on the earth. 
MEMORY VERSE
here after he was injured when 
his horse bolted and pulled a 
heavy fencepost onto the lad's 
head.
Charles Tom. 17. of Douglas 
Lake Ranch, was flown to hos­
pital by Pacific Western Airlines 
with a suspected skull fracture.
The horse was said to have 
bolted after being tied to the 
force post.
U.S. Couple K illed 
Near Skaha Lake
PENTICTON (CPI — A Cana­
dian holiday ended in tragedy for 
r.iuuni American couple Wednesday
"The Child grew, and waxed v,hen the car in which they were







384 Bernard Ave. Ph. 2025
lOANE'S
O OATlOM-lll.
H O W  much Joes ilia  world 
o( fodwy owe to the depend- 
ability cif theehemiitl A  dan­
gerous oeeu^ation, and but 
seldom richly rewarded; but 
how euential to the progreti 
end well-being ot ManI
Scientific Inowledqe blended 
with thoughtful appreciation 
of our responsibility enables 
us to carry out our endeavors 
to the taste of all. Those whom 






"The Church Without Steps!"










Rev. R. S. Leltch, BA.. B.D. 
Minister
Dr. Ivan Beadle. Mus.D. 
Organist and Choir Director
SUNDAY, OCT. 12. 1958
Sunday School at 





This is Thanksgiving Sunday, 




(Next to High School)
REV. E. MARTIN, Minister
SUNDAY, OCT. 12.1958
9:45 a.m.—







and ALL ANGELS' 
CHURCH
(ANOLICANt 
Corner Richter St. and 
Sutherland Ave.
Clergy:
VKN. D. S. CATCHPOLE 
REV. CYRIL CLARKE
Services Broadcast at 11 a.m. 
on 2nd and 5th Sundaya-
SUNDAY. OCT. 12. 1958




11:00 a.m.—(1st and 3rd Sun­
days) Holy Communion 
(2nd, 4th and 5th Sundays) 
Morning Prayers





Rev. D. M .Perley, Pastor
SUNDAY. OCT. 12. 1958 
9:45 a.m.—Sunday School. 
11:00 a.m.—Morning Worship 
HARVEST HOME SERVICE 
“GRA'nTUDE AMIDST 
PLENTY’*
Business and Professbufil 
Women’s Club will attend 
church in a body
| ^ \ O I R E C T O R S





SUNDAY. OCT. 12, 1958
HARVEST FESTIVAL 
11:00 a.m.
W ill ia m  J. Schnell
f iv m tr  font ffrx an t foT 
OAlo and
Mr VhnrII hii wflilm » *lmpl», 
■wHdlul,. ti)<( H'H) *>(
liiv jnHKiJiUm xuli llm movnutni. 
j\i« ii'C 10 III lUihniUy,
hopr)f<»»fU ol lil» »tlii»lion, 
*ml <on'fi>(<>n m ‘19̂ 4.
•lirr «n collie, iilulii o( pu)Ci. 
'thu !• 'iMilly lolil In ill* (“.A,
,|)iirl* tfnii.l Hrtliii loufr .l/m-r,
• (oolci'ion* ol A C,onicilf*i |C' 
timjili t \>iUK« Ihc (line II only
t; 7 ■ ■ , ■
\ii,i \ii,r ll lo yoii\»rl( lo ir#‘l 
Ihii Iwil. v»mri PI lllcr )«ii *»i'l 
l>c *on(i<'|ilf\l I" mfiolHi* p( li>i‘ 
Kit Von t>)ll aUd yon h«i* 




kf W,llia»l I llllacit
Book Obtainable from
MR. I. K. EPP
14.18 nFRTRAM ST,
KEIOWI^A
Ordi'i s iiiiiv Ih' iilnod witli 
vmir own dinrch.
strong in spirit, filled with wis­
dom: and the grnce of God was 
ii|W)n Him,”—lAike 2;40. ____
travelling collided ith a truck 
at nearby Skaha Lake.
One person, a woman passen­
ger In the car, wa.s killed and the 
driver seriously injured. The 
truck driver escaped injury.
The collision took place 150 
yards south of the traffic safety 
.sign announcing 189 fatality free 
days.
Name of the man and woman 
are being withhold pending noti­
fication of next-of-kin.
Im ita tion Guns 
Are Confiscated
VANCOUVER (CP) —RCMP
have taken in 15 imitation guns 
in the University Hill district here 
after a plea to high school stu­
dents 111 the area,
RCMP warned about 100 pupils 
attending a hlgli school n.ssembly 
that Ixiy.s foutul with the w’cnpons
after r> p.m. Tuesday would bo ......... .. .................................. -
prosecuted. A police spokesman into an apron worn by Andre Al- 
said the response was poor slnoelbort Magiienot, 30-ycnr-old nrrl- 
nCMP believe i)s mnnv a.s 200 ofi vnl from Switzerland. He was sen- 
thc guns, arc In the area. Itcneed to a year in jail. ___
Thanks be to God 
for His
Unspeakable Gift.
For Annlversarlesp Engagements, 
Weddings and all ipeclal occasions 
. . .  you will find the suitable gift 
here.
SMUGGLER CAUGHT ’
SOUTHAMPTON. Eng. (API— 
British customs men reported 
finding 6,55 Swl.ss watches stitched
I m ' :
329 Bernard Ave. W. E. Krumm Phone 3141
The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day 
Saints
Priesthood Meeting 9:00 a.m.
Sunday School---- 10:30 a.m.
Sacrament Service 7:00 p.m. 
VISITORS WELCOME 
Meetings Held In 
Kelowna Little Theatre 
Corner of Doyle Ave. and 
Bertram St. Phone 8963
CHRISTIAN 
SCIENCE SOCIETY
Branch of The Mother Church, 
The First Church of Christ, 
Scientist, in Boston, Mass. 
Bernard Avenue at Bertram
SUNDAY, OCT. 12, 1958 
Church Service 11 a.m. 
Lesson Sermon Subject: 
“ARE SIN. DISEASE. AND 
DEATH REAL” 
Wednesday Meeting 8:00 p.m.
Reading Room open 3 to 5, 
Wednesdays and Saturdays
HOW CHRISTIAN SCIENCE 
HEALS
“A LIFE MADE OVER’*
CKOV—630 kc. Sunday, 
9:15 p.m.
Monday, October 13, 1958 
THANKSGIVING SERVICE 
11:00 a.m.
ATTEND THE CHURCH 




Comer Stockwell and , 
Ethel Street
Pastor Rev. A. J. Sawatsky 
Phone 4063
SUNDAY, OCT. 12. 1958
9:45 a.m,—Sunday School
(English)




Special Numbers by i 
the Young People
EVERYONE WELCOME
IN ANSWER TO FOOLISH QUESTIONS
' Tih) maiiy fiiciulirof ili«> owner 
lit tlij'i 'siiiiill ear iu Westen, 
()n( , wi'i'e makiii){ wih.'-i'raeks 
alxiiit what made I( lun. Soi to 
convvnec doul)ter* that il does­
n't even Heed ga iiline, he In- 
f l.illed (III!. liu;:e li.in )!e at llu ' 
ir.i.r ,iivl iinvone, V let aiiei (e.ol. 
I III «uie;.Uoii,i Is liiViU'il to isiiid 
It up.,
SEE I T ! . . . TONIGHT!




I-ATICST t e e n -a g e
'I f l;  . 'EII.M ■ 
SPECTACULAR
Motherg - Dads 
Tccn-ARcrs 








Rev. and Mrs. David Affleck
graduates of Winnipeg 
Bible In.stitute
Missionaries Elect to France 
Tuesday, Oct. 14, at 7:30 p.m. 
Special Music 
All A rc  Welcome
2 Showings 
7 p.m, & 9 p.m.
PEOPLE'S MISSION
I l\t.O( !< t OF l*.().
H.xmsorril by Vcutii I ’nr ( (liiler <;iiHrch)
INVITATION
Corns ihors with frUndl/ 
ptopis In Bibis Stud/, Proysr, 
and Worihip . . .  Thort'i a 





Rev. J, P. Vogt, Chairman 
Rev. J, A. Janzon, Elder 




10:45 a.m,—Worship Service 
(English and Gcriuan) 






Sabbath School 0:30 a.m.







Pastor: A, E. IIBMPEL 
Phono 8117
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ELLIS at QUEKNHWAX 
Rev. Tudor J. Jonea 
I.OhD'S DAY 
PUNDAY, OCT. 12, 1958
0;45 a.m,-.SUNDAY SCHOOL 
(Clnssca lor all ages—





“THE FRUIT OF 
HISCIPLESIHP’'
"My Father Is honoured In 
this, that you pnahice 
MLICll FHIUT: then .you 
will be MY DIKCll’LIflB," 
(,lohn XV, H BeiU.) 
Suiidny Evunlng
PEOPLE'S MISSION
1 Block South bf P.O. 










1 •  CHURCH DI'XORATED 
IN “HARVEST HOME ” 
FASHION
J FECIAL MUSIC FJITIMONIES 
WEMIOME
•  CEoy •









Canadian Scientists Come Up 




ONE-MAN SUB DESCENDS 230 FEET
Assuming the prone position, 
French undersea explorer and 
Inventor Dmitri RebikoM shows 
how easy it is to manoeuvre his 
latest invention . . .  a pocket 
submarine. Electrically pow­
ered the miniature sub can go 
down beneath the sea as far as 
230 feet. It can attain speeds of 
up to three knots for more than 
six nautical miles.
Japanese Officials Study Plan 
For Alaskan Coal Trading
ANCHORAGE. Alaska fReu- 
ters) — Far East markets may 
ks0  Alaskan coal if plans mater­
ialize for developing some of the 
large coal reserves here.
A group of Japane.se officials 
tepresenting important steel and 
mining companies of Japan have 
keen completing studies this fall 
In'the Bering River coal fields 
vithT the possibility of mining cok­
ing coal in mind.
The party visited Cordova, the 
Prince William Sound port clos­
est to the untapped coal fields 
and which once was a gateway 
foe an important copper mining 
Industry.
It is reported that various 
l |  phases of a possible large min-
WORLD’S AREA
The land area of the earth is 
estimated at 58,160,000 square 
mUes, 29 per cent of the world's 
surface area.
ing and shipping operation in the! 
Cordova area are being investi­
gated.
The product would be shipped 
to Japan, which has increasing 
need of coal for its steel mills. 
If tests of the coal deposits prove 
favorable, the mining work could 
be under way by 19W.
Large deposits of coal in Alaska 
long have awaited markets and 
miners, but with abundant re­
serves in the United States there 
has been no hurry in developing 
the Alaska fields.
Japan at present Imports con­
siderable quantities of coal from 
the United States and it is be 
lieved that the shorter shipping 
distance between Alaska and the 
Far East could outw’eigh the dis 
advantage of getting a new 
Alaskan field into production.
MERRY MENAGERIE
WOMEN LAWYERS
There were 24 women lawyers 
among the total 916 registered in 
the Dominican Republic in a 1950 
census.
Workers meet jobs in the Want 
Ads! Need work? See the Help 
Ads now.
TORONTO fCP> — Two Na­
tional Research Council scientists 
have come up with a' gadget 
whose powerful radio promises to 
save lives and money by guiding 
rescuers to aircraft crashes.
The device is called the “Crash 
Position Indicator, developed by 
D. M. Makow and T. H. Stevln- 
.son, who described its function 
today to the annual Institute of 
Radio Engineers convention.
CPI’s transmitter and other op­
erating parts are embedded in 
plastic foam Inside what was de­
scribed as “a tumbling air-foil.” 
The gadget is attached to the 
tail of a plane, or any outside 
area. If the plane should crash, 
CPI springs loose and floats clear 
of the wreckage.
Meanwhile, it has begun send­
ing out radio signals to give the 
position to search planes. All this 
is automatie.
RIGID TESTS
The i n v e n t o r s  said CPI 
has come through rigid tests in 
wooded country, ravines and in 
deep snow. The built - in power 
supply i.s good for several days of 
continuous operation and the sig­
nal can be heard 30 miles away.
The device was said to be prac­
tically indestructible. D u r i n g  
tests, one was hurled at the face 
of a cliff by a high-speed rocket 
sledge and was not damaged.
The two m e n  said the Ultra 
Electric Company of Britain has 
obtained a manufacturing licence 
and several firms in Canada and 
the U.S. appear to be interested.
The radio engineers also dis­
played a new radar-television de­
vice which the manufacturers, 
Raytheon Canada Limited, said 
would help avoid jet - age colli­
sions in the air. The machine 
combines advanced radar tech­
niques with a 21-inch TV monitor 
screen.
1 The company said airports at 
Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, Ed­
monton, Calgary and Vancouver 
and other centres are to be equip­
ped with the device.
T w o  Canadian Westinghouse 
Company experts, P. L. Hazen 
and D. G. W. Mace of Hamilton, 
described a reliable communica­
tions system for use between 
mine shaft cages and the oper 
ator on the surface.
The hoist alarm unit, the two 
men rep)orted, provides a signal 
that can be used either to effect 
a sudden .stop or .to communicate 
with the operator in an emer­
gency.
The federal government was 
warned Wednesday that Canada 
will be stripped of her top elec­
tronics and missile specialists un 
less the Avro Arrow jet program 
is replaced by something else. 
START INTERVIEWS 
Some delegates appealed for 
action to save the country’s res­
ervoir of electronics experts. Co­
incidentally, interview teams rep­
resenting U.S. aviation f i r m s  
moved into town seeking highly 
trained personnel.
Stanley Aviation Corporation of 
Denver, Colo., said it had 25 pros­
pects within e i g h t  hours. ’The 
Raytheon Company of Maynard, 
Mass., said it would begin inter­
views today.
GREENVILLE. Ohio (API 
In 1879, a young horse trainer 
and his 15-year-old sweetheart 
eloped across the state line to 
Spartanburg, Ind. Saturda.v, 
they will observe their 79th 
wedding anniversary.
Park McGriff, now 105, 
spends much of his time in 
bed although his daughter 
said “he car. be pretty spry 
at times”  His 94 - year - old 
wife is a semi-invalid.
ST. LOUIS (API — Miss 
Martha Krodcl is starting a 
teaching career despite a se­
vere handicap. She’s allergic 
to chalk.
The pretty 21 - year - old 
teacher said her neck breaks 
out when there is chalk du.st 
in the air. .A doctor traced 
the cause.
She is .go.'ng to stand in 
the back of the room when 
student.' .are writing on the 
blackboard or erasing it.
' ^ 1
.4'
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POLIO SHOTS MADE PAINLESS
Federal Byelections 
Uphold Government
Getting her inoculation against 
liolio doesn’t hurt Susan Jones, 
eight, a bit as Dr. Charles P. 
Anderson uses a new “gun" for 
the injection during Chicago’s
fight against an epidemic. The 
apparatus has no needle. Com- 
pres.sed air "blasts” the anti- 
|)olio vaccine through the skin 
without breaking it.
OTTAWA (CP)-On the record,, 
the two federal byelections last 
week show that the progres­
sive Conservatives so far have 
apparently lost none of the mo­
mentum that produced their re­
sounding general election victory 
last March 31.
The two votes, in Ontario and 
Quebec constituencies, al.so indi­
cated that the Liberal opimsition 
is not j'Ct ready to wage an all- 
out electoral fight against Uie 
government.
Liberal Leader Pearson now is 
in the midst of the first major or­
ganizing tour he has had time to 
make since becoming leader last 
January. His long-range goal: the 
next general election some four 
years from now.
HAD EASY TIME 
At any rate. Conservatives had 
a comparatively easy time of it 
last Monday in retaining Gren­
ville - Dundas in eastern Ontario 
and capturing Quebec’s Mont- 
magny-’i ’Islct from the Liberals 
In Grenville-Dundas, a Conserv­
ative .stronghold for some 80 
years, Mr. Pearson entered the
campaign only once at the outset, 
and no other former Liberal cab­
inet ministers went to help party 
candidate Mark P. Salmon who 
himself waged a vigorous fight.
On the other side, four Conserv­
ative ministers lent a hand to 
Mrs. Jean Casselman. 38-year-old 
widow of Clair Casselman who 
had held the riding since 1924. 
She came in 5,121 votes ahead, 
compared with the 6,453-vote nta- 
jority of her husband last March 
31. and polled only 55 votes fewer 
than he did.
LIBERAL STRONGHOLD
Liberals in Montmangy - L’lslct 
on March 31 survived the land­
slide that swept Conservatives to 
victory in two-thirds of Quebec’s 
75 ridings. But in the Byelection 
that riding switched to the gov­
ernment too, voUng Conservativa 
for the first time since it was es­
tablished in 1933.
The byelections were the first 
tests at the pplls since the last 
general elections.
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SALT LAKE CITY fAPt — 
City commissioners say they 
want to inform the public of 
their activities.
Mayor Adiel F. Stewart 
says; “It is essential to let 
people know what we are 
doing.”
He made the comment when 
word leaked out Tuesday that 
Paul Royall has been re­
tained by the commissioners 
as the city’s publicity agent.
Royall was hired two months 
ago.
BUFFALO. N. Y. (A P I-  
After 11 years at the same 
address here, the Fultons and 
the Elmores are moving out 
of their two - family house. 
They wanted to remember 
eaeh other’s new address.
They probably will never 
forget it.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis El­
more will be living in Ken- 
dallville, Ind., 400 miles away 
and Mr. and Mrs. David Ful­
ton in nearby Hamburg.
But they will still share the 
same street address — 232 
Clark street, in both Ham­
burg and Kendallville.
Proper Use Of Land Stand 
By Chamber Gets Criticism
MONTREAL (CP) — A section 
on proper use of land in a Cana­
dian Chamber of Commerce pol­
icy statement ran a gamut of 
criticism from western dele­
gates at the chamber’s annual 
meeting.
The delegates objected to a sec­
tion that said;
“Just as town planning is a 
definite need in municipalities 
and restrictions are placed on 
use of land and the type of build­
ing that may be erected, so, in| 
a broader sense, province-wide 
and local planning is necessary 
if we are to make proper use of 
our land and preserve certain 
areas for the uses to which they 
are best suited."
H. Gordon Love of Calgary said 
the section was not consistent 
with free enterprise.
J. S. Woodward of Saskatoon 
said the proposal apparently was 
a particular concern of Ontario’s 
Niagara Peninsula, and did not 
qualify as a national matter.
L. L. Ball of Yorkton, Sask., 
declared:
“Those who support the state­
ment should take a trip to Sask­
atchewan and see what long-term 
planning means.”
Another delegate , commented 
that the statement "invited some­
one to come and tell the farmer 
what to plant.
N. E. Huston of Regina sup­
ported the statement as it stood.
The attempt to get it removed 
failed on a vote.
In a study conducted by North­
western University, 92 per cent of 
housewives interviewed said that 
if they had a choice of news­
papers with or without advertis­
ing, they would prefer news­
papers with advertising.
A Canadian fire scientist lacon­
ically lists his four principal 
causes of fire: 1, Men; 2, Women; 
3, Children; 4, Lightning.
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Uqoor Control Board 
or by the Government of Britî  Columbia.
"y'know, you’re the only close 
. friend I’ve ever hadl"
'  \'o S IN G  y o u r ' h a Fr ’ ’ ’!
Many Men And Women Were Ashamed Of I
. Thinning Hair, Itchy Scalp, And Dandruff ■
Until They Discovered “Dermal X-200”l *
FREE! TWO-DAY BOTTLE! I





Venotile Winnipeg Blue Bomber 
Oerry James hat d ltclated  hie 
plane for tha winter eeaeon. 'No 
change,' eaid Gerry, 'I'm relying 
on ''F^tone'* Brand Anti-Freese, 
just ne I did Inst year. 1 know I 
can depend on ''Preatono'* Anti- 
Freexe to protect me from flreese- 
upe, nut, clogging and conroeioQ 
In my car's coding ayatem.'
You can depend on 'Treatone'* 
Brand Anti-Freeze, too. Ita mag- 
botio film coata every nibber and 
tnetal part of your car'a cooling 
■yetem—protects againat the  
Worat that winter can dot Inaiat 
bn ''Preatone" Brand Antl-Freeza 
•nd you'll get it. Look for the 
Green Tag on your radiator that 
•eaurea you of com pU t* winter 
protection—''Preatone’’ Brand 




'P rr$ to n t" it a  rrg itt*rtd  trwdt war*
NATIO NAi. C A nnO M  COM I-ANV I
B E N N Y ' S  
I I . A  B I S B V I C B  
Vcmen Rd. rbeoMi S3M
Discover DERMAL X -200 '
NEW WAY TO HELP YOU HAVE 
A HANDSOME HEAD OF HAIR!
We Invite men and women 
who suffer loan of hair, dand­
ruff and itchy acalp to try 
now “X-200”, doctors’ new 
formula, helps stimulate hair 
growth when hair loss la due 
to these conditions.
Toronto! Developed by doc­
tors, new formula has been 
found to stimulate hair 
growth. Many persons suffer 
hair loss duo to poor scalp 
condition. Cleansing treat­
ment. before applying the 
now formula results in great­
er stimulation of hair growth. 
It has been found that hair 
follicles plugged with sebum 
oil and dirt do not allow hair 
to grow normally, encourag­
ing dandruff and loss of hair 
ns well ns itchy scalp. Thus 
dally scalp cleansing follow­
ed by appliactton of the new 
formula gives superior re­
sults for the hnir and scalp. 
This new formula is manu­
factured by Dermal Research 
and supplied ns “X-200” for
easy application to the scalp 
at home. “X-200” Doctors’ 
discovery now accepted inter­
nationally — another Cana­
dian first! Used regularly by 
thousands of men and women 
across Canada.
Prove It to yourself with just 
2 applications.
“X-200” works fast without 
massage or mcs.sy formulas. 
Scientifically helps stimulate 
hair growth by amazing doc­
tors’ discovery! Leaves hair 
beautifully clean and lu.s- 
trously groomed. A special 
sample may be obtained free 
of charge by phoning or mail­
ing your request. Since 50% 
of all men and women suffer 
loss of hair, there Is a great 
demand for thc.se new pro­
ducts. Tims, to bo sure of 
getting your sample, A C T  
NOWl Save your hair. Have 
healthy scalp, free from dan­
druff! Help iitimulato your 







in im iY t Offer Dood 
for 10 daya only!
DERMAL RESEARCH 
777 York St„ Suite 412, Toronto. 
FREE TRIAL
Yes, I really need the doctors' new 
discovery for Itchy scalp condition, 
excessive hair loss and for the sti­
mulation of hnir growth! Please 
rush me 2-dny tests of "X-200", al­
io literature prepared by Dr. R. E. 
Llefmann, D.A., C.M., M.D, telling 
bow to help stimulate hair growth 
and rMmlnale dandruffi\ sqalp Itch 
ind ekcesslve losa of hair. Sent 
without obligation.
Umllcd to one trial supply per 
person, Kr '
Name .......................
%dd««a V - , . ,—..........
nttr .
rrovlnea —  - -------
(C-58I
$ 3 0 .0 0
CAN BE W O N
If a Receipt is Enclosed.
$15 will be awarded to the first correct entry opened and will be 
doubled if the contestant encloses a receipt of purchase made after 
Oct. 8, 1958, from Long Super Drugs, Your Kelowna Creamery,
S & S Television Centre and Appliances, Farrow & Silvester Super 
IGA Market. All entries MUST be in Courier building no later than 
Monday of next week. Late entries will be disqualified. Study the 
clues carefully before you answer. There is always one answer which 
is best. The decision of the judges is final and all contestants taking 
partTn the contest agree to abi(Jc by the decision. There is no limit 
to the number of entries that may be submitted by one contestant. 
All entries MUST be clipped from a copy of The Daily Courier. 
Plain paper entries are not allowed. Any number of entries may be 
submitted in a single envelope, provided they conform with the 
above rules. Separate receipts arc required to qualify each entry for 
the double prize. Daily Courier employees, advertisers appearing 
on this page, and their families, are not eligible to enter. Entries 
must be submitted to Coinword Editor, Kelowna Daily Courier, 
Kelowna, B.C.
CLUES ACROSS
1. It’s hard to keep a child from fidgeting while the dentist 
----------his tooth.
4. Many farmers dig a pond as a ----------for water for their
livestock,
8. C o ld ---------- meat Is a wonderful solution for dinner on a
hot nighti
9. A transplant won’t thrive well in a garden If It hasn’t
enough —------ .
10. Take food. '
13. A woman whose clothes have become loo tight would bo
glad of a n ew --------- dress.
14. A number.
16. In a "shotgun marriage,” the ------  will make things
difficult for the bride.
19, Sometimes a thrifty truck gardener adds acreage, little by 
little until h e --------- - large tract.
21. As he --------- down a .slope at frightening speed, a novice
may be sorry he took up skiing.
22. Ailing.
24. Beard on grain. \
26. A pair.
27. An impressionable child can take pne loo seriously.
28. For example: Abbr. ^
29. It’s annoying when dogs dash in out of the rain and-------- -
mud on the carpet.
•:s :S









A letter of introduction is not much good to someone who 
has t o -------— it.
A stunt flyer w ho------—  too close to the ground scares a
Jot of people.
Steamship: Abbr. '
If there’s criticism about —— — in a subsidized housing 
project, officials may withdraw their approval.
Air Corps: Abbr, *
A man who -— —- to be a “self-made” success sometimes 
exaggerates his lowly background to interviewers.
Mrs. Eddie Cantor.
Trying to build up deductions from his income, a business 
man may pad his expenditures for these.
Might allow someone to hunt in properly that is posted.
Conditions.
will certainly know how to — —— 
floor.






PIcMc Note: To double your prize a receipt dated alter October 
8, 1958, nuJst be enclosed for each entry. Only actual receipts are 






may cause considerable argument in a divorce
, , ii 1
1 ! t , ' V, V'i*i '\l i 'iV ‘ ‘i 1 1,1 >1
Nationally advertised In 68 dally newspn|»crs, 
Reader’a Digest and Time Magazine.
F O R  F R O M P T  S E R V fC E  M A I L  C O U P O N  T O 0 A T I
Crhc answer to this puzzle will bc\rcleased on Friday, October 17, 
1958, in the CouricrJ Winner will fic announced Wednesday, 
October 15.)
boUBLE THE PRIZE MONEY WITH A RECEIPT FROM
LONG SUPER DRUG$ LTD. FARROW AND SILVESTER SUPER IGA MARKET
& S TEIEVISION CENTRE AND APPLIANCES , YOUR KELOWNA CREAMERY LTD.
t*
Natural Gas Has Kept Canada's 
Living Standard At High Level
Countless wonders of gas help! Many of the basic building ma- 
keep Canada’s standard of Ilv- terials which go into a house 
ing at its highest level in history. I were made or processed with 
The magic blue flame is used to'gas. too—lumber, roofing paper.
shingles, asbestos, insulation ma­
terials, bricks, tiles, cement 
blocks and floors and, even the 
paint and varnish for exteriors.
make virtually everything; from 
soup to nuta and even the hit- 
chen sink.
Gas has 26,000 adaptations o f , ........  —  ........ ...............
more than 2,500 individual uses j interiors and furnishings, 
in the fabdication and production! Much of the window glass 
of almost every item required in [which brings ^ e  outside in and. 
the daily life of the nation. vice versa, is also a product of______ 
In addition to its dual role as a 
raw material and a vital preci­
sion tool for such industries as 
food processing, metal working, 
finishing and petrochemical pro­
duction, gas is also a major fuel 
in the generation of electrical 
power.
The versatility of gas provides 
millions with the best in food.
travel Is a specialty of gas. 
helps to produce the shock
sorbers in a car as well as
choice of color? and finishes. 
Whether built-in or frre standing 
they add a note of beauty to any 
kitchen setting.
Gas has got it, and you can be 
sure that the housewife wants it
f in s  nAFLT ooum iE i t
FRIDAY. OCT. 10. 1S58
. . . judging by the public's r» 
action to the “new look’’ witk
gas.
Facts On Gas Appliances
1..  The ash residue from >our 
i-ubber tires, fabrics, plastics,; gas incinerator can be used to 
and also bakes the enamel on the ■ fertlUtc gardens, flowers and 
outside as well as the inside. shrubs, thus ellminnllng the ex- 
And, travel togs, as well as pense of commercial fertilizer 
by gas
gas heat. For that matter, mil 
lions of square feet of glass that 
plays such an important role in 
today's manufacturing and build­
ing comes from vats of molten 
liquid heated by gas to a white 
hot temperature.
Wherever heat is needed for 
manufacturing, gas is the reU
m
ndlllons wim able fuel. That goes for the sim-
clothing and shelter. Further, it naoer c H d s  to the biggest
* SPELLING LESSON IN ORDER
contributes to their health and 
happiness at work and at play. 
And, In war or peace, gas keeps 
the country strong with arms, 
ammunition and everything from 
jeeps to jets.
Food, of course, is the nation s 
No. 1 concern. While Canadians 
spend millions of dollars a year
Darrel Youn.r gives a thumbs 
down signal to the "Closed by 
Federal Govermenf mote mis- 
fpellingl sign on the front lawn
of Central high school. Little 
Rock. Ark., as fellow pupils, 
Lannie Wilson. Dickie Mohon 




W W i R H E A T W
Gas Hot Water Heater
COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC
•  Two cooli o f flawless gloss-lika lining 
keeps water crystal clear and makes tank 
completely rust proof.
e Dial type thermostat permits easy selec­
tion of water temperature from 125° to 
175°.
•  Fiberglas Insulation keeps water piping 
hot for instant use.
•  M ade of heavy gauge enameling steel 
with gleaming baked white enamel 
finish.r n  ^  ^  ^
P ric e d  fro m  1 1 9 ' ^ ®
t i l
AvoilabU in Round and 
Table Top Models, In 
capacities for every 
need.
eSA Approved.
at the city's four high schools 
remained on “vacation'’ follow­
ing latest edict by a U S. apt- 
peals court. The order forbade 
the Little Rock school board to 
transfer the schools to the Little 
Rock Private School Corp., 
which leased and had planned 
to re-open them as segregated.
Gas Has Many 
Time Savers
Gas heating's “hidden'’ virutes 
are as important to the home-) guarded . _
owner as low fuel cost. The ad-[heaters afterward.
plest paptcr clips to the biggest 
machinery in factories.
And. wherever we moderns go, 
the mode of conveyance is a 
product of gas. Autos, trains, 
planes, ships and the youngsters' 
tiny tricycles are made faster 
and better today by the miracle 
of "stored sunshine". Even thea m i a it j c i  — —-—  -
for food, gas helps to produce, railroad tracks are har-
process and preserve it 
FARM USES
Starting at the farm, fertilizers 
made from gas derivatives help 
the crops grow. Gas heat pro­
tects orchards from killing frosts 
and, in arid districts, gas-fired 
engines pump life-glvng water 
into irrigation ditches. It can also 
keep billions of bushels of rice, 
wheat and corn and tons upxm 
tons of hay and alfalfa safe from 
damaging moisture.
At poultry farms and hatcher­
ies, gas gives both life and pro­
tection to little chicks. The chicks 
are hatched by the controlled 
temperatures of gas and are safe- 
by gas-fired brooder
dened by gas flames.
NEW FABRICS
Comfort and convenience
luggage arc made . 'Dje 
textile industry uses gas to make' 
hot water for steam and. for the 
finished product, it is used for 
bleaching, dyeing and printing. 
Also, the blue flame scars off the 
“fuzz" that is left on many fa­
brics after their manufacture.
Modern clothing also comes 
out of test tubes as well as from 
the traditional sources of wool, 
cotton and silk. New man-made 
fabrics such, as acrllan, nj ion. 
dacron and orlon are made from 
gas derivatives. This is only a 
part of the growing field of pet­
rochemistry where gas is used 
as both a raw material and a 
fuel. Gas produces a major share 
of the nation’s chemicals, includ­
ing ammonia, alcohol, plastics 
and fibers, and synthetic rubber 
and soaps and other detergents.
Natural gas has had and will 
continue to have a tremendous 
impact on modern industrializa­
tion of Canada as well as a huge 
influence on the progress of the 
in nation.
2. Natural Gas for heating your 
home contributes to the good 
health of all the family. It af­
fords the user a clean place to 
live and provides relict from the 
jangled nerves and wcar-and- 
tear atUched to the use of oUier 
fuels.
the day and night, at any desln 
ed temperature,
5. Your automatic gas dryet 
can be used for airing your wool­
len blanket* between washings 
and al$o tor dtylttg the children’s 
snow suits.*
6. The natural gas refrigeratot 
is different from all others be­
cause it alone has no motor to 
make a noise, no machinery to 
wear out.
7. Strong soap, soda, and al- 
3, With an automatic natural! kali should not be used on alum- 
gas range any size utensil can 1 Inum burners, as they may cor* 
be used over any gas burner, rode and roughen the smooUi 
since the flame automaticaUy ad- metal surface, 
justs its spread, thus the expense! 
of specially designed pots, pans:! 
and kettles is eliminated.
' 'hTe**modern automatic _ 
water heater provides "finger­
tip" hot water control fronr a 
pint to many gallons. 24 hours of
vantages.
1. Gas is a labor-saving fuel 
with no fires to bank or chimneys 
to sweep.
2. Gas eliminates ash handling 
which, in turn, means no ex­
pense for containers, shovels, 
brooms a n d  other janitoring 
equipment.
3. There arc further savings in 
cleaning bills and replacement of 
curtains, drapes and rugs soil­
ed by soot and smoke from some 
fuels.
4. Gas equipment is a space- 
saver, freeing large areas once 
used for fuel storage. Furnaces 
are smaller and can be mount­
ed in attics, closets or attached 
garages as well as basements.
5. Gas users are not bothered 
by ordering, waiting for or wat­
ching delivery. Gas relivery is 
automatic through utility mains.
Eight Provinces 




MOTORS, RADIO, TV, APPLIANCES
R.R. No. 5 on fhe Belgo Rd. Phone 6037
WENATCHEE. Wash. 
Finding â  needle in 
‘stack is bad enough, but try 
searching for a diamond in a 
boxcar.
R. F. Taplett, a Wenatchee 
fruit dealer, lost a two-carat 
diamond in a boxcar here 
about six weeks ago. He 
asked his fruit broker to 
spread the word of his loss 
to buyers receiving the ship­
ment.
Today the gem rests snugly 
In its ring on Taplett’s finger.
An employee of a concern 
in Moorehead, Minn., found 
the diamond on the floor of 
the boxcar and returned it.
Industries which process and 
preserve foods also are import­
ant gas users because they need 
the economical and efficient heat 
to pre-cook millions of cans and 
bottles of food as well as frozen 
foods and dry cereals.
Gas, a fast and flexible heat 
source, has the capacity to do 
just about everything. It pro­
duces oodles of dried fruit and 
soup as well as tons of roasted 
peanuts. In other applications, 
gas literally "pops" the peeling 
from pimentos and it pops moun­
tains of popcorn.
The miracle flame roasts car­
loads of coffee beans and serves 
the appetites of millions with 
tasty smoked and cured meats. 
It also protects their health with 
oceans of pasteurized milk. At 
the same time, thousands of bak­
eries use gas to produce the 
‘staff of life” . . . every kind of 
bread and pastry.
But, before food goes to mar­
ket, it must be packaged. Gas 
helps to produce the paper, the 
glass and the tin containers. On 
top of that, gas helps to make 
the corks and bottle caps. It also
\
I s  Y o u r  F u r n a c e  T i r e d  O u t ?
Ilttt ribit FItir
CLIAN HIAT, Incoming air is drawn 
through replacenhle glasa fiber filters be­
fore passing over heat transfer surfaces.
QUICK HIAT— and more heat from less 
fuel is the re.sult of famous G-E cast iron 
'pin-point" heating surfaces.
POPULAR PARK
WATERTON L ,A K E S, Alta 
(CP)—More than 321,000 persons 
visited the National Park here be 
tween April and the end of Aug 
list, an increase of 64,000 over 
the same period in 1957.
Cheques cashed in the first four 
months of 1958 set all-time record 
in Canada, the total was nearly 
seven times as much as for the 
same period in 1938.
"N ew  Look" Gas Appliances 
latest For Modern Living
Gas has really got it this year.. too. have the much-wanted “new 
Tile “new look” is everywhere, look”. A pink and white square 
Top of the burner controls, wider shaped gas water heater, speci- 
ovens, recessed griddles, meat ally designed to fit in well with 
thermometers, built-in and re- washers and dryers In modern 
cessed ranges, refrigerators, dry- laundry rooms, makes a big hit 
ers and water heaters are show- with housewives, 
stoppers! G as  heaters are equally at
Modern, handsomely - styled home in the kitchen, concealed 
kitchen settings use gas appli- in closets, or shown counter-top 
ances in every conceivable way, height alongside other modern 
proving once again the versatil- home appliances, 
ity and adaptability of gas equip- Also new is a gas-powered 
ment, griddle in combination with re-
Taking their lead from the aut- cessed top of the burner units 
omobile manufacturers, the "new are much in evidence. Surface 
look” kitchens are equipped with units finished in copper and 
two and three-toned colored ena- stainless steel, feature a variety 
mel and metallic-finished gas ap- of arrangements . , . staggered, 
pliances in combination with col- all-in-a-row and divided . . . de- 
or-coordinated cablneU. Pink, pending upon t h e  designer’s 
yellow, blue, green, coppertone, choice.
stainless steel and satin chrome. One set of hinged surface umts 
used in a variety of combinations, fold Into a back panel when not 
put kitchens on the "best-dress- in use, permitting the counter top 
ed" list. L® be used as a work surface
Surface units, in a variety of when needed. Controls are in- 
arrangements. are used to advan- stalled either on the counter sur- 
tage. These attract a great deal faces or just below, for all of 
of attention because of the new the various units offered, 
thermostatic controls which are Built-in ranges, of course, are 
revolutionizing top of the burner in abundance. One built-in oven 
cooking, where 80 per cent of all now comes 24 inches wide to 
cooking is done, 1 make it the largest built-in gas
Hailed as one of the m ost,ex- oven on the market. Others have 
citing new range features ever la built-in thermometer which
lAPl (li ■
a hay- _ ^ y s  the ink on the labds.
The tin can industry, which 
produces more than 40 billion 
containers a year. Is but one of 
the big metal working gas cus 
tomers. Gas is used to produce 
almost every type of metal—alu­
minum, iron, copper, lead and 
many others. It not only produces 
the metal but also provides the 
heat for the manufacturer of all 
types of metal products used in 
the home, office, stores, factor­
ies, farms and countless other 
places
GAS APPLIANCES
Millions of today’s modern 
homes are actually houses toat 
gas built—and that gas furnish-: 
ed, too. In fact, gas is the fuel 
that was used to make a great 
many of the millions of gas ap­
pliances in use today—the water 
heaters, furnaces, air-condltlon- 
ers, ranges, refrigerators, clothes 
dryers and incinerators. It is 
also the fuel used to make the 
kitchen sink, bathroom fixtures, 
electrical fixtures (including TVs 
radios, clocks, kitchen appli­
ances, telephones, etc.) silver 
ware and china.
developed (one manufacturer 
calls it the greatest development 
in cooking over the last 43 years) 
these marvelous thermostic con- 
tcpls make agy jitensil an auto­
matic appliance. Automatically 
maintaining temperatures rang
reads the doneness of roasts 
from inside the meat and regis­
ters the reading on a vlsable 
range-top dial.
Still another model has a meat 
thermometer with a metal-cov­
ered cord attached, which is
OTTAWA (CP) -  Eight pro­
vincial governments were to 
serve notice today on the federal 
cabinet they will appeal any new 
freight rate increase granted the 
railways.
At the same time they planned 
to ask the board of transport 
commissioners to throw out an 
application by the CNR and CPR 
for a 19 - per - cent freight ratci 
boost. They would ask tlie board 
to discontinue hearings that bC' 
gan here Monday.
It was learned legal counsel for 
the provinces—all except Ontario 
and Quebec—arrived at these de­
cisions at a get-together WedneS' 
day night.
Their immediate plea to the! 
cabinet. It was understood, would 
be mainly on the ground that the 
board has no jurisdiction to con­
sider a freight rate increase on 
the basis of future increases in 
wage costs.
TO COVER WAGES 
The railways’ application came 
after they said they could neither 
accept nor reject a conciliation 
board’s recommendation of a 14- 
cents-an-hour wage boost for non­
operating employees until they 
explored additional sources of 
revenue. They say the 19-per-cent 
freight increase would cover the 
proposed wage boost, yielding 
about $60,000,000 a year. 
Meanwhile the 130,000 employ­
ees who have accepted the con­
ciliation board’s recommendation 
are taking a strike vote.
McClary










$ 1 2 4 0 0
GAS INFORMATION WEEK
Address
ing from a low. low 150 degrees plugged into a connection, reces- 
up to 450 degrees, they complete- sed in the oven wall, which works 
ly eliminate scorching, burning like a telephone jack. The sharp 
and boil-overs. point of the thermometer is plun-
Another scene-stealer is the gas ged into the roast, toe d ia l^ t  
duomatic washer-dryer combin- and toe cord hooked up. The 
ation. These are becoming just “ oven sentinel" then takes over 
as versatile and popular as built- and when toe meat is cooked 
in gas ranges. Recessed into precisely to the degree desired, 
walls, built into unusual counter it turns the oven off. 
arrangements, and left free- It can also be hooked up to 
standing, they illustrate toe wid- oven clocks so that toe entire 
est choice of arrangements pos- cooking operation takes place 
sible, They can be used in the while toe housewife is out of toe 
kitchen, laundry room or base- house.
ment laundry-playroom area. Truly automatic 1958 gas ap- 
Gas water heaters are tied-in pliances are most completely 
with laundry equipment to em- modern appliances on toe mar- 
phasize the Importance of hot ket. They incorporate every pos 
water in home laundering. They, sible feature, in every possible
SAMPLE SHOES
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Police' 
were surprised when they found 
eight cases of stolen shoes worth) 
$1,780 strewn in Highland Park. | 
Apparently the thieves were sur­
prised too. The shoes were sam-| 
pies—for toe right foot only.
CONTRACTING LTD.
Phone 30011383 Ellis St.
heating  .lysfems
horn* htallng
G E N E R A L ®  ELECTRIC
BARR & ANDERSON
(INTERIOR) LTD.,
\ “ Ihc BuNincss Thai Qualily and Service Biilir




Drop in and see our range of 
Howard Furnaces.
There arc models to suit all types ot residential and 
commercial installations.





Sec our line of Gas Healers, Ranges, 
water Heatefs and Furnaces. Installa­
tion of all appliances arranged. Buy 
on Eaton's Budget Plan and pay m  






lanlity Gas Water Healers, 
30 Siw. While they last
FAHLMAN LTD.
INSTALLATIONS
9 9 5 0
$10.00 Down $7.50 Per Monlh
T. E A T O N  C2
■ ■  C A N A D A
W IN  A 
PATIO  
GAS L IG H T
To celebrate **Gas Information 
Week", Inland Natural G a i is 
giving away quaint and charm­
ing outdoor lamps for your patio 
or drive-way. They are absp- 
lutely free with full installation to 
the winners of a lucky draw 
contest open to all who use— ôr 
are about to use— natural gds.
Ballot forms ore obtainable from 
your local gas appliance dealer, 
or you can drop in the coupon from 
one of the dealer advertisements 
on this page. The winners will bo
announced In October.........See
your gas dealer today. Make sure 
of your chance to win one of those 
handsome outdoor gas lights.
GAS IN F O R M A T IO N  W E E K
S«« Ih* wonderi of aufomofle qoi cooking . . .  
dlicovnr lh« conv«nl«nco of gai wot«r heating 
. . .  learn how natural gai can cot your healing bill*. 
From October 6-16 your local goi appliance dealer 
and your Inlond office will be holding Gai Information 
Open Houie, Talk over your plant with them, Dlicover 
how you con enjoy the beneflli of mpdern goi 
living In your honie. You will find that Inifalloflon 
coifi ore lovv—ond fhe term* moit ollrocllve.
NATURAL GÂI i f »
V... t
UMITfiD I M  Office: 1155 W«t Coorgla Biml, Vanttmw B
1.569 WATLR Sr. THONE 2031 Phone 2012
INI.AND NATURAL 
• 1567 P«ndo»y SI. •
CAS CO. LTD. 
~  Phone 4314
You Read His W a n t A d - H e  W ill Read Y o u rs -D ia l 4 4 4 5
Funeral Homes
Hu> Inlertor's ftaeit Hsiturjr
DAY’S rUNESAL SEEVICE 
LTD.
We offer you the comfortinc 
service:! that can only be fousu 
in suitable surroundings. 




AYPA BAKE SALE — 0 . L. 
Jones. Saturday. Oct. 11. at 11 
n.m. Donations from parishioners 
will be appreciated. 57-58
O R D E R ^ F  EASTERN STAR 
Bazaar and tea Saturday, Nov­
ember 15th at 2:30 p.m. at St. 
George’s Hall, Bernard A\"e. 60
RUMMAGE SALE!!! WEDNES­
DAY. Oct. 15. at 2 p.m. W.I. Hall. 
Glenn Avenue. Kelowna. Spon­
sored by Lakeview Heights W.I.
GO
KELOWNA LITTLE THEATRE 
Casting!! Why?—K.L.T. 2nd Play. 
Where? K.L.T. Building. Doyle 
and Bertram. When? — Wednes­
day. October 15th. 8  o’clock.
All welcome — no experience ne- 
ces.sary. 60
Card Of Thanks
THE KELOWNA BRANCH OF 
the B.C. Society for the Preven­
tion of Cruelty to Animals wishes 
to thank everyone, both custom­
ers and heltx;rs who mad^ t*-*; r»- 
cent Rummage Sale such an 
outstanding success and to an­
nounce that the winner of the 





Office: Rm. 2, Capital News Bldg. 
318 Bernard Avenue. 
Business Hours: 9-5 p.m. 
Others by appointment 
Phones: Bus. 2547 Res. 7924 
M. Thur.. Fri.. tf.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
in new house construction, also 
alterations and repairs, free est­
imates. Phone 4834.
weid. fri tfmon.
HOME REPAIRS AND 
ALTERATTONS 
Specializing in Asbestos
Asphalt and Insulating Siding.




Do you want an estimate or ad­
vice about alteration, stairway to 
suit any location, cupboards, 




Look! Pets of the circus keep 
baby company in crib or car­
riage. An original, useful gift.
You’ll enjoy embroidering 
this "circus animal’’ crib cover. 
Pattern 802: transfer of 9 mo­
tifs about 7 x 7  inches, color 
suggestions and directions.
Send THIRTY-FIVE CENTS 
in coins (stamps cannot be ac­
cepted) for this pattern to 
The Daily Courier Needlecraft 
Dept., 60 Front St. W., Toronto. 
Ont. Print plainly PATTERN 
NUMBER, your NAME and 
ADDRESS,
A NEW 1959 Laura Wheeler 
Needlecraft Book, JUST OUT, 
has lovely designs to order: 
embroidery, crochet, knitting, 
weaving, quilting, toys. In the 
book, a special surprise to 
make a little girl happy—a cut­
out doll, clothes to color. Send 
25 cents for this book.
Property For Sale THE D.ULY COURIER It FRIDAY. OCT. 10. 1958 ROOM AND BOARD By Gene Ahem
\




OWNER LEAVING -  HOME FOR SALE
Situated on a quiet street close in and close to the lake; the 
lot is beautifully landscaped, fenced and has matching garage. 
’The house has two bedrooms down and two bedrooms up; also 
lovely Maple floors up and down, forced air oil heating, fire­
place, full size dining room and all for
F.P. $13,900.00 AND REASONABLE TERMS
Charles D. Gaddes Real Estate




New 3 bedroom home in good 
residential district, has 1122 
square feet, oak and tile floors, 
large living room with view 
window, modern kitchen with 
built in cupboards, electric hot 
water heater and natural gas 
furnace. This is a very good 
buy at $11,000.00 with $3,500.00 
down, balance easy monthly 
payments.
Cars And Trucks
TAKE OVER PAYMENT'S ON 
new Hoover, Phone 7163 noon or 
evenings.
LIKE NEW — MOTOROLA CAR 
Radio with aerial. Beautiful tone. 
Phone 7937. 59
CARS AND TRUCKS .. .......... -
1952 STUDEBAKER WITH near 
new tires and in very good condi­
tion. Full price only $(195.00. Mer- 
vyn Motors Ltd. 58
By MARIAN MARTIN
With our easy Printed Pat­
tern, sewing becomes a pleas­
ure for shorter, fuller figures. 
This dress assures a perfect 
fit—wonderful flattery. Grace­
ful skirt, sew-easy tucks soften 
the casual air.
Printed Pattern 9225: Half 
Sizes 14^. I6 V2, 18^. 20h i, 22M>, 
24*/i,2 61,4. Size 16>/2 requires 
4̂ 8 yards 35-inch fabric.
Pri«ft,ed directions on each 
pattern part. Easier, accurate.
Send FORTY CENTS (40c) 
In coins (stamps cannot be ac­
cepted) for this pattern. Please 
print plainly SIZE. NAME, 
ADDRESS. STYLE NUMBER.
Send your order to MARIAN 
MARTIN, care of The Daily 
Courier, Pattern Dept., 60 Front 
Street W., Toronto, Ont.
For Rent
ACCOMMODATION IN NEW 
home, with all conveniences, for 




SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
traps cleaned, vacuum equipped. 
Interior Septic Tank Service. 
Phone 2674. tf
TWO UPSTAIRS SUITES—Three 
and four rooms, private bath and 
entrance. Stove supplied, close in. 
Phone 3821. tf
WE BUILD ANY KIND OF 
houses, also repair work and al­
terations. All type of cement 
work. Phone 2028. tf
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. tf
Board and Room
ADDING A ROOM? BUILDING 
basement suite? To renovate, 
buy, or build, we can assist you 
by lending money for these worth­
while achievements. Call us to­
day. No obligation.
Reekie Insurance Agencies,
253 Lawrence Ave. Phone 2346
tf
Position Wanted
LADY WOULD LIKE TO CARE 
for children or lady invalid dur­
ing the day, preferring to sleep 
out. Phone 2241. W
PERMANENT POSITION WITH 
electrician as helper, or with ap­
pliance man. Write L. Gregory, 
Box 71, Savona, B.C. 60
PRINCE CHARLES 
REST HOME
ROOM AND BOARD FOR 
CONVALESCENT AND 
ELDERLY PEOPLE
Nurse in Attendance 
Daily rates $2.50 and up 
REDUCED RATES FOR 
ELDERLY MARRIED COUPLES 
924 Bernard Ave. Kelowna, B.C. 
Phone 4124
tf
FLOOR SANDING -MACHINES 
and polishers now available for 
rent in Kelowna; also spray guns, 
skill saw, and electric disc and 
vibrator sanders. B & B Paint 
Spot Ltd. For details phone 3636.
M, W, F. tf
YOUNG LADY WANTS HOUSE- 
work or babysitting by the hour. 
Phono 2403. 59
ROOM AND BOARD FOR BUSI­
NESS or retired woman in nice 
quiet home, full privileges. Phone 
4484. tf
For Rent
BOARD AND ROOM FOR Young 
businessmen in comfortable 
home. 1086 Martin Ave. Phone 
6256. tf
NEWLY DECORATED 2 ROOM 
suite — Private bath, furnished 
or unfurnished. Aults only or 
business girls. Phone 2234. tf
Fill farm needs fast through 
classified ads! Dial 4445 for an 
ad-wrlter.
ROOM FOR RENT — Suitable 
for girl or lady. 1067 Glenn Ave. 
Phone 4697. «
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT 
by the night or weekly rates. One 
block from post office. 453 Law­
rence Avo. or phono 2414. tf
FURNISHED HOUSEKEEPING 
units — By week or month at 
winter rates. Peace River Motel, 
Vernon Road, phone 2996. 74
BACHELOR SUITE AND ONE 
bedroom apartment. Fully mod­
ern, complete with refrigerator, 
electric ranges, hot water heat­
ing, laundry facilities with auto­
matic washer and dryer. Call at 
Bennett’s Store. M, W, F, tf
MODERN TWO BEDROOM Du­
plex In very attractive subdivi­
sion. Immediate possos.sion. Call 
between 5 and 6 evenings. Phone 
7740. ________ 59
TWO ROOM APARTMENT WITH 
private bath. Partly furnished, 
automatic oil heating. Central lo­
cation, ’Two blocks from main 
street on Leon Ave, Adults ortly 
Available Nov. 1st. Phono 8027. tf
ONE BEDROOM HOUSE -  $30 
per month. Phone 6810. 50
tf
THREE ROOM SUITE WITH 
bath. Private entrance, stove 
supplied. Apply Reliable Motors 
and ’JTlres or phone 2410.
" PRINcirciiAKLEa LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month 
winter rates
024 Bernard Avo, Phone 4124
tf
41 FT. AMERICAN COACH 
house trailer for sale or will trade 
on house. Trailer in first class 
condition. Can be seen at 991 
Richter St. 63
ONE LARGE GOOSE AND ONE 
Duck. Phone 7939. 59
Motels -  Hotels
Business Opportunities
OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITY 
New modern method of supply­
ing schools, Industriol nnd com 
mcrcial locations with much 
needed service nnd product, Pre­
sents nn excellent opportunity for 
an individual in this area who 
wishes to increase his present in 
come and become independent 
Position need not interfere with 
present job to start ns requires 
only a few hours weekly. The ap­
plicant wo select must be able 
to furnish satisfactory character 
and cfTcdit references, will aspire 
earnings of 8  to 15 thousand 
yearly ns rapid advancement 
made possible by high earnings 
nnd co's llberni finance |K)Ucy< 
Applicant will be expected 
carry $6,000 to $10,000 of stock 
and equipment and will require 
$1,000 to $2,500 ns down payment 
on above. Balance w i l l^  finan 
ced oyer 3 year period. Reply 
giving pliono number and ad 
dress where can ho contacted 
Box 280 Lally Courier
Boats and Engines
THE BERNARD LODGE 
I Rooms by day, week, month, also 
housekeepina. Oil Demard Avb., 
phona 2215, ' if
OFFICE FX)R RENT r ; LOTS OF 
light, hoated, and parking space. 
1452 LawrfutCM) Ave. Phone 2414^
rW ls availablepLEEPINO
I twin beds ai|id one single. Break- 
lla si ,$KUiSlble., Phone 3271. 61
FURNISHED SUITES, TOUR 
[rooms and bath $50,00, Also three 
[room furnished suites 835 tier 
linomhi also small suite furnlshcidi 
wifornlshed.
Listings Wanted
Wc require all types of listings 
on city and country property.
Johnston &  Taylor
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Bldg 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2973, 4454 or 2942
tf
1951 METEOR WITH NEW SEAT 
covers and tires. Very good en­
gine and body. Only $200.00 down.
S3
1939 MERCURY FOUR D(X)R 
Sedan, very good condition, 
radio and heater: good rubber; 
$125.00. Call at 592 Grenfell. 59
FOR IMMEDIATE SALE—1949 
Austin. Very reasonable. Phone 
6292. 59
(Continued From Page 1>
Provincial highways’ depart­
ment reported roads in good con­
dition. 'They denied a report last 
night that the Hope-Princeton 
road was blocked.
NO ACCIDE.N’TS
RCMP , reported no accidents 
overnight.
Visibility was limited to a few 
hundred feet last night when a 
mixture of rain and snow blank­
eted the countryside. ITiis morn­
ing the upper levels arc comple­
tely covered with snow, ranging 
from two to eight inches.
Harvesting of late variety ap­
ples has temporarily come to a 
halt. No serious crop damage is 
expected, according to B.C. Tree 
Fruits, although branches of 
some heavily-laden apple trees 
snapped under tlie weight of the 
snow.
KOOTENAY RAIN
Steady rain and intermittent 
snow fell in the Kootenays.
Rain along the south coast of 
B.C. let up this mborning as the 
disturbance moved inland, but 
more rain is expected Saturday, 
clearing up Sunday or Monday.
Vancouver’s low tonight and 
high Saturday temperatures 
were predicted as 46 and 54. 
Others: Victoria 48, 55; Prince 
Rupert 35. 42; Kelowna 42, 50; 
Kootenay areas 25, 40; Cariboo 
25. 38.
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2 ACRES JUST OUTSIDE KEI  ̂
OWNA. Wonderful view, good 
water. Phone 2508. tf
SEE REEKIE AGENCIES, 
Lawrence Ave. Phone 2346.___ _______________MBHMOMMB..
FOUR BEDEOOM ST’ u :  C 0  
Bungalow, large matching gar­
age with tool shed, 220 wiring, 
hardwood floors. South side. 
Large corner lot all fenced and 
landscaped. Phone 7386. 59
VIEW LOTS 70’ X 120’ Frontage. 
Three minutes drive from High­
way 97. Gas, light and water 
available. Price $950 and up. 
Phone 6301, Bob Burris, Hospital 
HUl, Summerland. 63
MUST SELL IMMEDIATELY 
1951 Plymouth, good condition, 
best offer. Apply 1299 Richter 












Seven year old three bedroom 
bungalow; bar kitchen, new gas 
furnace, garage. Lovely lot with 
assorted fruit trees. Excellent 
location, close to hospital, and 
you can have immediate posses­
sion. Call Reekie Insurance 
Agencies, -  253 Lawrence Ave. 




WAN’TED — ROCK PICKING 
machine. Phone 8422, 59
CAR BUYERS! OUR FINANC­
ING service at low cost will help 
you make a better deal. Ask us 
now before you buy. Carruthers 
and Meikle Ltd., 364 Bernard 
Ave., Kelowna.






proval to a proposal to limit 
news coverage of preliminary 
court hearings has been given 
by British Columbia Attorney- 
General Robert Bonner.
He commented on a report 
Justice Minister Fulton is consid­
ering a request that news reports 
should not include any reference 
to admissions, statements or con­
fessions at a preliminary hear­
ing.
"On the whole I think it would 
be useful, having in mind the 
selection of a jury at a later 
time,” Mr. Bonner said. "In 
many instances a prospective 
juror is exposed to material in 
the press which is later not ad­




280 Bernard Ave. 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers’ Association of Canada 
(as at 12 noon)




Rails 147,04 — .12
Utilities 82,22 +  .47
Toronto
Industrials 503.94 -f .94
Golds 83.50 -f .29
Base Metals 179.99 -f4.58





1956 VOLKSWAGEN IN VERY 
good condition. Only $450.00 down. 
Mervyn Motors Ltd. 58
A fine of $50 and costs was im­
posed on Werner Bewernick for 
shooting two cock pheasants out 
of season. Magistrate White com­
mented that the birds were 
pretty costly meat.”
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
D e f e n c e m a n  Doug Har­
vey whose third - period goal 
proved the winner as Montreal 
Canadlens shaded Boston Bruins 
3-2 in the clubs’ opener of the 
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1954 TWG-TONE..BUICK SEDAN. 
Automatic transmission, custom 
radio and tinted glass. Low mile­
age on this immaculate luxury 




Sanitone flat wall paint, regular 
$2.50, special $1.98 quart. B & B 
Paint Spot 1477 Ellis Street.
M., W., F., tf
Poultry And Livestock
MANURE — WELL ROTTED, 
three years old. $5.00 ton deliver­
ed. Phone 4116. 75
Fuel And Wood
DRY FIR SLABS AND BUSH- 
WOOD — Immediate delivery. 
Phone 6821. 60
DAILY CROSSWORD
REFRIGERATOR, SIZE 2 FT. 
X 2 ft., good condition. J. Eisman! 
R.R. 2 Bond Road. 59
LOYALIST MAPLE D E S K ;  
needlepoint bench; cedar lined 
chest; Crown Derby China. Phone 
4054. 58
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
REMEMBER WHEN . . .
Yogi Berra homered twice in 
succession, with a man on base 
each time, to spark New York 
Yankees to a 9-0 victory over 
Brooklyn Dodgers in the seventh 
game of the world series two 
years ago today at Brooklyn. 'The 
powerful Yankee catcher set a 
series record of 10 runs batted in, 
compared with Lou Gehrigs ser­
ies mark of nine RBI’s in 1928.
To Start
'File 1958-59 season of the Kel-an ice show, returning to the
city recently after marrying Jab- 




MATIC electric heater, as new. 
Price $40.00. Phone 2413. 53
Pltona 3866, 63
MUST SELL
Will sacrifice 14 foot ru n ­
about com plete w i t h  
ateering whimi, harness, 
ctc„ ^nd  : 10 horsepow er 
Johnsbn m otor w ith  m ile- 




, a f te r  6 p.m.
ACROSS
1 . Beyond 
(pref.)




































40. Silk veil 
(cccl.) \
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SNAP — 14 FOOT RUNABOUT 
complete with steering wheel, 
harness, etc., and 10 horsepower 
Johnson motor with milemaster, 
oars, etc. Excellent shape, motor 
little used. Sacrifice for $550. 
Telephone 3443 after 6 p.m. tf
FURNACE FOR SALE HALE-CO 
No. 18. Wood and coal, water coil 
$25. Hot water tank No. 30, insu­
lated, electric heating element 
and control $17.50. Phono 6141.
59
own^ Figure Skating Club - gets 
under way next Sunday, from 
noon to 3 p.m.
Managed by Edric Oswell this 
year, the club will have two 
coaches—Mrs. Jean Ross Beaton 
and Mrs. Greg. Jablonski (Monica 
Hill).
Sunday will be “open house” 
for members, prospective mem­
bers and their friends, and regis­
tration for the dab will take place 
ori Tuesday and Thursday.
The Okanagan Mainline com­
petitions, to bo held in Kelowna 
tills December, and the club com­
petitions arc just two of the many 
events the members can partici­
pate in. A special family mem­
bership rate will reduce costs 
where scyeral members of a fam­
ily Intend to join.
GOOD SKATING 
Mrs. Jablon.ski will instruct the 1 
junior squad in Intricacies of good 
skating as well ns giving private 
instruction, A Kelowna girl, she 
took her skating here and turned
of Kelowria’s annual summer fig­
ure skating school, will give pri­
vate instruction on any level up 
to gold medal.
Skating Sessions
Sunday—12:00 - 3:00 p.m.
Monday— 8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
Tuesday— 3:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Thursday— 3:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Fees and rates may be obtain 
ed from Mr. Oswell or one of th< 
club coaches.
tf
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SELLING OUT EVERYTHING 
from soup to nuts, Must be sold 
by Nov. 4 at City Dump .Kknock- professional two years ago with 
down prices. Phono 8815 evenings.
60
Articles Wanted
SCRAP STEEL WANTED-C/L 
lots; al.so auto body tin. Com­
mercial Steel & Metals, 2.'j01 Wll- 
lingdon Ave., Burnaby 2, Van­
couver, B.C. tf
Building Materials
ARE YOU WASTING 
HEATING DOLLARS?
Inquire from S. M. Slpipson Ltd. 
alwut the cost of Wood Shavings 
for Insulation purposes.
In most homes' nnd buildings, 
shavings can be blown directly 
Into the colling space with our 
blower equipped truck.
 ̂ PHONE SIMPSON’S MILL 
\  OFFICE — 3111 





No white space. 
Minimum . 10 words.
1 Insertion-------- per word 84
3 consecutive
Insertions     per word 2}44
0 consecutive insertions
or more ............  per word 2<
Clasalfled Display 
One Insertion ................ $1.12 Inch
8 consecutive
Insertions -------   1.05 Inch
9 consecutive insertions
or more .. ..........    .05 Inch
Clasalfled Cards
8 count lines dally „,$ 0,00 month 
Dally for 6 months _  0.50 month 
Each additional line .  2.00 month 
One Inch daily 17.S0 month 
One I Inch
a times w eek ------  10 00 mnritli
B.A. Oil 41% 42
Cdn. Delhi 9 9%
Cdn. Husky 13% 14
Cdn. Oil 27% 27%
Home Oil "A” 19% 20
Home Oil ”B” 19% 20
Imp. Oil 45% 45%
Inland Gas 8% 8%
McColl-Frontenac 66% 66%
Pacifie Pete 19% 19%
Provo 3.25 3.35
MINES





Alta Gas 21 21%
Inter Pipe 52% 53%
North Ont. Gas 16 16%
Trans Gan Pipe 35% 35%
Trans Mtn 11% 11%
Que. Nat. 25% 25%
Westcoast V.T. 25 26
BONDS




ex wts 6-77 100 102
Loblaw 6-77 103 104
Westcoast "C”
5%-88 102 103
Woodward’s 5-77 140 142
Woodward’s 5-78 115 117%
niUTUAL FUNDS
All Cdn Comp. 7.27 7.90
All Cdn Div. 6.10 6.63
Cdn. Invest Fund 9.10 9.98
Grouped Income 3.81 4.16
Gr. Inc. Accum. 5.16 5.64
Investors’ Mut. 10.86 11.75
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE -  Here’a how to work 
8̂  X Y p L II A A X R
lit
Is 1 L O N G F E L L 0  W
A CRYTOGRAM QUOTATIOKi
YC YV K F P ? i N  I KZI I  Q n u P Z C K L Y n i
z n  r  N
Ycslerday's Cryptqqnote: ONE IS NEVER SATISFIED w rni 
A PORTRAIT OF A pI rSON THAT ONE KNOWS- GOET1IE.
The Corporation of the City of Kelowna ,
TAXPAYERS
S \V F  10% PENALTY BY PAYING YOUR CITY 
TAXES ON OR BEFORE MONDAY, 
OCTOBER 20th, 1958
Please pre.scnt Tax Notice when paying taxes. Property 
owners who have made prepayment of taxes arc specially 
reminded to make sure their 19.'58 taxes arc paid in fullj 







Taken by our photographer. It Is 
easy to get BouvenlFphotos of the 
Umo you were In tho news, Bend 
them to your friends or put them 
In your album.I I ■ ' I
Largo Glossy 6% x 8%
Only $1,00
NO PHONE ORDERS PLEASE 
Order at ^ 0  Business Offico
EMERGENCY 
PHONE NUMBERS
Police .................    Dial 8300
Hospital -----   Dial 4000
Fire Hall — ______Dial 115




If unable to contact a doctor 
Dial 2128
. > DRUG BTOREfI OPEN 
Bondars, Holidays and 
Wednesdaya
6 p,m, to 6tM iMn.
OSOYOOB CUBTOMB flODRB 




THE CORPORATION OF THE CITY OF 
KELOWNA
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given that the “a t y  of 
Kclownu Zttning By-Law, 1938” being By-Law No. 740 of 
The Corporation of the City of Kelowna, as amended is 
now in process of revision, more particularly as follows:
1, By providing for Front Yard, Rear Yard and Side Yard 
requirement In 7xmc “A” IlctuH, Zone "B" .Suburban Retail and 
Zone ” C” Light Industry.
2, By providing for regulations ns to land use In Zone ‘’I’’ 
Multiple Dwelling Zone,
DetnII.'i of trie i»ro))ONed By-Law may be seen at the office 
of the City Clerk, Kelowna City Hall, 1435 Water Street, 
Kelowna, B.C,, Monday to Friday inelunivc, hetwben the hours 
of nine o’clock In the forenoon nnd five o’clock in the afternoon.
The Municipal Council will meet in special session to 
hear represenations of interested persons at 7:30 n.m. on 
Monday, October 20ili, 19.‘i8, in the Council Chamber, 
Kelowna City Hall, 1435 Water Street, Kelowna, B.C.
. JAMES HUDSON.
1 Assistant City Clerk.
14.35 Water Btreci,
Kelowna, B.C,






IW A Expected 
To Turn Down 
Board Report
The next step by the wood-
(workers would be to apply for a 
(strike vote if negoUalions could 
Uot be resumed.
The northern interior report 
released Wednesday by the labor 
department referred to the slight 
increase in wages proposed by, 
the southern interior woodwork-! 
ers. but said this was ■'only be­
cause of the fact the agreement 
I vtnD R IA  (CP) — A concilia-,'^®* ® two->car iK'riod.
The recommendation was rented ” Uic majority rejxirt 
|)tcted to be turned down by the
I International Woodworkers o f '_*■ / ------ --------------_ _ _ _ _ -------
• America, since leaders of south-; xhe fir.st' automobile" nd of all 
ern interior woodworkers have.jinu' apix-ared in the Pliiladelphia 
recommended against acceptance Gazette in 1805. Today, the auto 
of a conciliation report that pro-;industry invests more advertising 
'po.'cd two three-per-cent pay nioncy in newspaper than in any 
boosts over a two-year jx-riod. other medium.
High” balloon flight to the strat-|eld Jet pilot, was reported dis
appointed but none the worse for; 
wear. i
It was





ALAMOGORDO. N.M. <AP)- . _ . ,  ̂ ,
The U.S. Air Korce's third "Man: Lieut. Clifton McClure. 25-year-Uude of 99,600 fwt.
osphere has ended short of its 
goal.
The balloon was returned to  a jierfect launching in 
earth, an air force announcement, the calm dawn Wednesday, in 
said, because "capsule heat and | contrast to the abortive attemjit 
humidity rose to an extreme de-j Tuesday, when wind buffetted the 
Igree and could not be lessened,” !first balloon so badly it had to 
I and to prevent the pilot from de-:be ripped apart, 
veloping heat prostration, i McClure reached a peak alti
V It
FRID.AY. OCT. 10. 193S
NORTHWAY ^STATION
0|>erated by Lloyd Brown and 
Scotty Tan.aka. Specializing in: 
Wheel .AUgnment. Wheel 
Balancing. Motor Tune-Ops 
OPEN 8 a.m . - 10 p.ni. DAILY 





I  HAVE HATbRAa.LV PEEN EXPOSED^ 
TO AN AAtAZlNG VARIETY DP 
COME-CNS, P U riW lR S -T H IS ,
LOSS OF MEA'ONSy ROUTINE-nS  ̂




HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR SINGING VOICE
Singing, say Donald Gramm 
and Didi \'an Eyck, is a maUer 
of muscle control, so a singer 
.should be muscle con.scious. 
Donald is a bass-bantonc and 
Didi is a soprano on Broadway 
^ and .several times a week they
HEALTH COLUMN
show up at a gymnasium and 
work out like a couple of 
weight-lifters. By now, Didi s 
abdominal muscles are 
strong that, though she only 
weigh.s 10.'), she can supi>ort his 
2(K> ixiunds with little effort.
IFOR TOMORROW (p^^" building for future
' Another good day! Promote all' security, and do exploit every 
1 interests with the proverbial vim (possible chance for Rain, 
and vigor and. in leisure time, i As with many other Zodiacal 
share vour pleasures w i t h'natives, you will have to watch 
! others. Most irersons will be in your emotions during November 
highly congenial mood, and you land February since temper 
I should find group activities mo.st,ups during these inonth.s could 
'enloyable. upset ix'rsonal relationships,
FOR THE BIRTHDAV 'otherwise there'.s promise of
I If tomorrow is your birthday. i happy domestic, social and .scnti- 
Ivour horoscope for the year I mental situations in your life
! ahead indicates truly excellent; (or many months to come Exce -
: prospects. In fact, Ihbrans are! lent news late m December will 
'especially favored, planctarily
7—
, tfiis year so, if you make the 
I most of opportunities and work 
’ constructively, you sliould have 
' fine results.T he next six weeks 
land the mid-1959 period will be 
' excellent for money matters, so
show you how to continue 1958’s 
progress during the new year.
A child born on this day will 
be endowed with a great sense 
of justice, but may be inclined 




By llernun N. Bundesen. M.D. 'occur in the barn or barnyard.
, . ....... . . Principal causes are machinery,
Is your job dangerous.’ What farm animals,
are the chances of your being  ̂ ANSWER
injured while at work'.' 1 q  p . vvhat is the treatment
Even though coal mining in-1 ^vorms? 
juries have been reduced 64 per | ^ . There are many types of 
A cent in the past eight years, 'b is' and the treatment de­
ls still the most dangerous occu-i the tvpe of worms
pation, according to the statistics
published recently in ‘'Patterns | — 1------- --------------------------
of Disease.” The percentage of j 
mining injuries which result in i 
death remains higher than for! 
any other industry.
TEMPORARY DISABILITY I 
Fortunately, most industrial j 
accidents involve only tempor­
ary disability.
There were 48.24 injuries per 
1.000,000 man hours worked in 
coal mining operations in 1956.
Lumber and wood products 
work 'excluding furniture mak­
ing* was the next most danger­
ous occupation with 38.9 injuries 
; per 1,000 OCO man hours.
OTHER HAZARDOUS FIELDS 
Next comes construction, 31.2;
■A trucking and warehousing, 30.2; 
mining and Quarrying other than 
coal, 27.9; ship and boat building,
19.9. I
Food processing is close be­
hind. 19.0; then furniture and 
fixtures, 17.7; the wholesale and 
rctairtrade, 12.5; hotels, 11.9.
Private- transit ranks next,
11:7  ̂ and railroad, equipment 
follows, 10.0, The injuries in­
curred in the manufacture of 
railroad equipment carry the 
greatest danger of permanent 
disability.
Next in order are printing and 
publishing, ,9.2; chemicals and 
: allied products, 8,1; private hos­
pitals, 7.5; public utilities (non­
government), 7.2; apparel and 
other finished textile products,
6.4; ordnance and accessories,
 ̂ 5.1.
 ̂ A U T O  H A Z A R D S
The manufacUiriiig of autos 
I is the next most dangerous oc­
cupation, 5.1. TTii.s follows the 
railroad equipment industry in
Actress Refuses 
To Disrobe -  So 
She Gets Fired
NEW YORK (AP) — The 
play script calls for a shapely 
young actress, portraying a 
slave girl in ancient Rome, 
to disrobe to the waist on the 
emperor’s command.
Lelia Barry said she would 
not—and is no longer in, the 
cast.
The incident came out to­
day in connection with re­
hearsals of the new Maxwell 
Anderson drama. The Goden 
Six,, which opens soon at an 
off-Broadway theatre.
Miss Barry said she was 
dismissed f o l l o w i n g  un­
successful persuasive efforts 
by Ander.son, who kept telling 
her “ it was art and I would 
be a pioneer,"
It is not yet definite whether 
the half - strip will actually 
take place on the stage—the 
New York licence commis­




MUST HAVE GOT 
SLUGGED WHILE. 












lUDOtNLYT MEM PASH FROAA A ROOM:
lO-IO-
yevE L CONTINUES TO QUESTION EKICK^
WAATB 6RE  
TRY.NJS TO  
PROVE? SMES 
LEARREP EVeRV- 
TR :H 5 T liE  (3UY 
EVER KNEW.'V i
W
(ONE MORE OUesrOS: 1 
AMO. VS yOUItK/tSONAL 
BrFSers WePOUN^ThS 




MY f ia h c e e .'.i
FEAR , „ I  SHALL 






ROOSTER IS TRAVELLING COMPANION
.
AND SOPOR PU NISH IvlENT.




THAT'S VERY FAIR, D A D O y-^  
W E  DESERVE THE 
PUNISHM ENT




Mary had a little lamb but _ 
Rosemary has a rooster that 
rides with her to school. Rose­
mary Mackenzie, 13, Toronto, 
has taught the rooster, named 
Sunshine, Jr., to perch on her 
shoulder and to ride the handle­
bars of her bicycle when she
goes cycling. The rooster's 
father. Sunshine, Sr., was also 
Rosemary's pet but she had to 
sa.y good-bye to him when his 
crowing—he was a blue ribbon 
champ—disturbed . the neigh­
bors.
THE OLD HOME TOWN By Stanley
Canada Pear 
Output
OTTAWA (CP) -  Canada pro­
duced more pears and poaches 
likelihood of iiijurie.s causing per- j but less apples this yciir, the bur- 
liianent disability. eau of statistics estimated today.
Finally, come aircraft manu­
facture. 3,4, and telephone man­
ufacture, 0,8,
I haien't listed agriculture 
hecmise it isn’t an industrial 
occupation. However, it is a 
dangerous one, In fact, one of 
our most lia/.ardous ones, Most 
farm accidents (44 per cent)
SAM ETOLDSTiPlRY— D R lV /A lG A r 
I
1^
The pear crop increased to 
1,4.35,800 bushels from 1,094,000 
and the peach crop to 3,078,000 
from 2,801,000. The apple har­
vest, however, declined to 15,- 
370,000 bushels from 15.906,000.
British Columbia’s apple crop 
was set at 6,583,000 bushels, com­
pared with 6,981,000 last year.
CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKER
(Top Record-Holder In Manters* 
f IndUidtial llhamplonahlp Play) 
QUIZ
You are the dealer, both sides 
vulnerable. What would you bid 
wltli each of the following four 
hands?
1. 4AB YQOi 4AKJ63 4K72
X. î qi)7X VAK087 fS i 41KO
8. 407642 4AKQ5 4 J 4.A<)S
L 4AJ YQaiS 4J762 4kAQ3
1, One notrump. 'Hie only bUl.s 
to consider are one diamond and 
lino iiotrump. The line nolnim|) 
bid avoids the di.sjulvnntage.s to 
which aiv openmg diamond bid is 
KUhJect.
Suppose till' opening bid were 
ono diamond, If partner’s rr\* 
MKinse turned put to be one heart, 
one spade, or one notrumii, no 
satisfactory rebid would b<> avail
lire, And similarly, a continued 
cautious attitude, by staying out 
of the bidding throughout, might 
also prove harmful,
The opening heart bid follows 
the general principle of getting 
the fir.st punch In early, and in a 
rea.sonnbly safe mhnner. Ihe min­
imum nature of the opening hid 
can be readily Identified, If part­
ner makes a forcing bid, by rebld- 
ding the heart suit .it tho ehoap- 
ost level. If It turns out the 0 |v 
jMjnents play the hand and part­
ner 1s on lead, the most desirable 
opening lead has been iiulleated.
.1, One spacie. Some players tend 
to hid suits according to high 
card strength rather tldiii longtii, 
Genernlly speaking. It Is better 
(or n partnership to eljoo.st as 
trump the suit in which tlu\v. are 
loiige.st, not neces.sarlly strongest, 
The spade hid, 1s a step in thl,i 
direction. Tlic hearts can be 
shown at the uiexl opiantuiilty. 
Whiehever suit jiartiier then pro-
HI6 H SP E E D - MISSED TURlN- 
LOST CIPNTROL—-HIT TREE- 
, WOECKED—BORI5 0 WED 
PoWPie MOWE(9 --  
NO //tSU RA N ce—
i'» ■'//
.<rvK-g p .
—  CVM T H P  H O M t?  G R O U N D S -
• iiM in— ,m im, «<*ui .mh. mm,,— 30 .0
G R A ND M A  H A S  '■ 
L A H Y N G IT tS .A N ’ 
JUST W O N ’T  GO  
WITH US.'.'
b u t  GOLLY, T H ’ M O VIE . 
IS T H ’ R 0 0 T IN :T 0 0 T IN ;  
S H O O T IN ’ K IN D  S H E  
L IK E S .'/- K
I  KNO W , BUT SHE C A N 'T  1 
S P E A K  A’W ORD A'flfOVE ( 
A  W H IS P E R ...!
, „ A N ’ T ’ E N JO Y  A  M O VIE, 
GRANDM A HAS GOT T ’
WHOOP AN’ HOLLER.V
lO-.lO CMA«.kUMN-
THAT HAKP. FOK 
SaVNETHlNS 
USEFUL ?
,;̂ (©OOC7 idem)  













TELL ME . . .  
WHAT ARE WHITE
7Ti)Luibuu.i wm.*







(  y o u 'R E  D O IN G  R N E ,|^
^ 1 .  ,
-•--•A .
^ nble. To hid two notrump to show 
the extra values would prolihbly 
' then 1h> best, bqt, since thl.s con-1 (ers is apt to be the proper trump 
tract would be In danger If part-lsuit,
iier had a minimum ieiqK)iise,| 4, One dull, Here there Is a 
such a sequence should Ik* anil- clash of several , general (u ln- 
clpnlerl and avolderl, >
^ 0  oiK'Dlag notrump bid ear
rie.s the advantage o f  reiu esent- 
iiig the actual strength and sha|>e 
of the hand, and manages to do so
ciple
Haiuhi containing 14 high card 
jxdiits arc regarded as mandatory 
opening bids, But neither hearta 
nor diamdnds are biddable suit.s.
in 'o n e  stroke w liile  s lay ing  at a|tM )th hving anem ie  (o u r-eard  suits, 
lo w  level, \  ' lan d  llie  clubs are  not b ld d id ile .
2. One h e a il ,  'lo e  teiub ney U r-(being  onl.v a th ree  o a r d M d l .  A I 
d a y  Is to o|K‘ii hands of ilds t.vjH'. n o tru m p  opening i.s exc lu ded , th e . 
Although th ere  a re  (Uily I'J h ig h ' necessary 16 to 18 (aiints ladiiff 
e a n l ikdnts, im m ed ia te  bid  has absent.' '
m an y  ta e lic a l advantages. 'To The ilo id it Is resolved in favo r  
pass firs t, unending to com e in o f, the m n n u fac lu rc d  eUib bid. 
ia ie r  lo ro m p c iisa te  for the p rev - Tho h ig h  card  \a lu e s  i (im pe l an  j, 




L IK E  7MT 
REEDS 
IN  WHICH  
i r  H ID E S
’̂ B^ANOlUCOfitnUHts)
a  Dnmiiucarv monk. 
tAcCUTCO ALL H l9  FAMED  
REl.lOlOilG PA ih TINGS  
tVHILE ON HIS /^NEES tN






rcO^THAT NEVER BREAK FORMATION 
A HERDoFCOWSoCArOlaSri),France 
ALWAYS (VIARCHEG AMD RESTS 
IN  pERFscr m iL im W  A im m c f i r
HE WAS NOT IN THE WRECK- 
A(&E, R O Y .'I BELIEVE HE (6  
HIDING IN THE BORAX 
M 0 6 T U K E L V  ME IS 
A R M B P  A N P  
P A N G E R O U G !
T WAG ABOUT TO 6 ENP NN J -  
BRAVEG f o r  w e a p o n ^  w h en  
YOU A RRIV E^
WAIT H E R iT ^ 
I'LL LOOK IN. 
5 IP C  t h e  p i t ?
CALT**̂ 00(V4
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SUPER TV CONSOLE
2 1 ”  Super TV Console. Hori­
zontal chassis with full lidclity 
sound. New super-contrast 
circuits. New 110 degree 
“Black Magic" picture tube 
with tilted Optic Filter. ‘‘Cool 
Coil" power . transformer. 
“Golden Signet" Cascodc 
tuner. Two acoustically match- 
td 6” X 9" speakers. Tone 
control. "Slimmcr-than-F-ver” 
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ir  90 DAYS ON PARTS AND LABOR 
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$50 TRADE-IN
For Your Present White Enamel Range
A l l  1 a w c e t t  ? ") ’ ’ , 3 6 "  a n d  4 0 "  G a s  R a n g e s  a re  c q u i | ' p e d  
w i t h  a L o n i | ' ' le le  sot o f  " I l a r n i o n v "  b a c k g u a r d  p a n e ls  I N  
l■ ■ \ ( • l l  o i  n i l  F O U R  C O l . O R . S !  Y o u  c a n  in t c i c h a n g e  
t h e m  at h o m e  in  a f e w  m in u t e s  to  b r i n g  :t " n e w  l o o k "  to  
y o i i i  k i t c h e n .  I ’ l . U S !  F ' l i i r  l e n g th  f h io ie s e e n t  l a m p s  o n  the. 
h a c k p n a r d ,  A N D !  c u s t o m  e le c l r i e  l i m e  o f  d a y  c l o c k  w i t h  o n e  














KELOWNA -  VERNON -  PENTICTON -  WESTBANK -^ KAMLOOPS
P m
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Fan-Type Electric
HEATERS
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Here's W haf You Get
ic 9 cu. f t .  R efrigera tor
T*r W estinghouse W ringer 
Washer
ic Gas or E lectric Range
★  24-pce. Stainless Steel 
Cutlery Set
★  32-pce. Set Dishes 
T*r 6-pce. Chrome Set
6 5  PIECES
.-T
